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east

the columns of The New England Homestead attention has been directed again
NORWAY.
and again to the marked possibilities in
>«.·* Hour*—» to 13—1 to 4.
Reference has been
fruit growing.
made to the fact that there are few betr. SMITH.
ter investments than a good apple orchard. Recognizing the fact that this is
Attorney at Law,
the time of year when such orchards
MAINE,
NORWAY,
should be started. The New England
a
Collection· Specialty. Homestead has collated the experiences
ûorne Block.
a
of many of the recognized horticultural
PARK.
Λ
Κ R RICK
authorities in New England and gives
them herewith. The two questions askAttorneys at Law,
ed were: First, if starting a young orMAINS.
chard this year should the trees be set
UKTHRL,
Ellery C. Park.
in the spring or fall, and what would be
a. ilaon t Herrlck.
the varieties, distance apart and the
character of trees as to size, age. etc.?
3. HARLOW,
The second question was relative to the
[ time and application of fertilizer. A
Attorney at Law.
brief symposium of the answers is given
MAINE.
DIXFIELD.
herewith:
Set the trees in spring. Use McinRIGHT A WHKELER.
tosh, Greening, Spy and Spitzenburg in
the Champlaiti valley. Set trees 36 to 40
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, feet apart, according to varieties, using
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
strong, two-year-old trees. It is a good
Alton C- Wheeler.
idea to use tillers, setting early bearing
i.MiesS WrighL
varieties which would make the trees
lSxlS or 20x20 feet apart. The new or&
J. H.
chard at the Vermont experiment station is planned 3βχ3β feet with fillers beCIVIL EXJINEERS AND SURVEYORS,
il |gh Street, South Pari», Maine.
tween, making the trees 18x18 feet disIf land appears to need fertilizing
tant.
Maps and Pians made to order.
muriate potash, 150
use 100 pounds
I
of
and
of the tlmberlamls
pocket maps
1
pounds acid phosphate and 300 pounds
oumv for sale.
Publisher· of the Atlaa of Maine.)
ground bone, and perhaps 50 pounds
nitrate of soda.—Prof. William Stuart,
Secretary Vermont Horticultural SoMAIN*.

J£

JOHN

STUART

CO.,

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
14 Main St.,

Norway,

Ranges.

and

Pipe Repairing,

Kinds of

A

Me.

ciety.

Yellow Transparent, Alexander, Wolf River, Fameuse,
Set

and

Stoves,

Hardware,

Lead

and Iron.

trees in

Wealthy.

spring.

trees 30

Place the

feet

apart and I prefer thrifty two-year-old

Fertilizers used will vary much
trees.
with the nature and condition of soil.
I use all the stable manure I can get,
and in connection advise chemicals,
such as 100 pounds nitrate soda and 100
pounds sulphate potash and 300 pounds
basic slag meal to the acre. Apply in
the spring.—Luther Putnam, Lamoille

County, Vt.

MAINE CONTRIBUTES EXPERIENCE.

Set trees in

Telephone 134-11.

King and Spy.

spring, planting Baldwin,
Have plenty of bone in

commercial
for fruits.
Poultry manure and ashes are excellent.
Waldo
—Col. Fred Atwood,
County, Me.
1 believe spring is the best time to set
Baldwins will do well on the
trees.
hilla of southern Maine and I regard
MASONIO BLOCK,
Spy, Ben Davis, Stark, Gano and
NORWAY. Wealthy as profitable varieties. Set 30
Telephone Oonnection.
to 40 feet apart. For trees in grass I
use a high grade commercial fertilizer.
HOLLISTCR'S
A good coating of barn dressing will
also be effective.—A. C. Day, Androscoggin County, Me.
A Busy Medloiae for Basy People.
We always set trees in the spring,
Renewed
Health
aad
AUa
O
Vigor.
Brings
Baldwin, Mcintosh, Spy and Nod Head,
1
fir Constipation. Indigestion. Live
»·' I Kidii ν Troubles PimpI·»·. Eczema. Impure
making the distance 30 feet apart each
B: x-1, Π-ι I Utvath, Slmtu'uh Bowels. Headache
We use one-year-old whips pediIt's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab- way.
:u I Buckiu'b··
Barnyard manure and
Uenuine made by gree stock.
let form. 3.1 cents a box.
HoLMOTtn Daro Coupant, Madison. Wis.
liquids from the drainage of the barn
GOLOEM NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE cellar make an ideal fertilizer.—Edward
L White, Sagadahoc County, Me.
Ben Davis, Wolf River and Wealthy
trees set in the spring are what I would
recommend. Make the trees 25 to 30
feet apart, using two-year-old etock.
Have them thrifty rather than large,
β feet
say, 1-2 inch in diameter and 5 to
tall. Use nitrate soda 300 pounds, sulρ bate ammonia 100 pounds, sulpnate
•
potash 200 pounds, acid phosphate 200
pounds, applied on the surface under
trees.—C. A. Arnold, Penobscot County,
Me
Two-year-old trees should be selected
for the young orchard. Set them 30 to
40 feet apart, according to variety. We
prefer the Spy, set in spring· Apply
fertilizers in spring so trees will get the
benefit the same season. Ashes make
fertilizer.—D. P. True,
an excellent
Androscoggin County, Me.
Set
two-year-old Baldwin, Stark,
South Paris, Maine.
Rolfe and Milding trees in the spring. I
apply stable manure once in three years,
also what ashes can be readily obtained.
A
—Will E. Leland, Piscataquis County,
Me.
CURE
Start the orchard in the spring, using
three-year-old trees. Set 30 feet apart
each way. I think the Talman Sweet,
it quick!) absorbed.
grafted to Baldwin, will make the most
Gi«*i Rtiitf at Once.
profitable trees. Apply about 25 cent»1
It clean*», soothes
worth commercial fertilizer to a tree in
your fertilizer.
brand put up

J. WALDO NASH,

I

use

a

especially

Licensed Taxidermist,

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,

ATARRH

Positive

Ely's Cream Balm

h>*als and protects
May.—V. P. DeCoster, Oxford County,
the diseased mem·
Me.
liraue. It cures Caturrh and drives
Orchard Possibilities in Oxford.
away a Cold in the
One of the most enthusiastic believers
ReHe.td quickly.
in fruit raising in Oxford County is V.
stores the Soneeaof
of Bucktield who has been
Ί .»:*■ and Sui.-ll. Full size 50cte., at Drug- P. DeCoster
and sees a
niaiL very successful at orcharding,
K'.Hte or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cte. by
future for the fruit raisers of his
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York· great
county, flis tine orchard of about 000
trees was recently seen by a Farmer
ç~x>o<xhxkxkxkk>C8^^
representative. R. 1. Greenings, Baldwins and Northern Spys are the ones he
considers his best payers. He finds the
Bellflowers a poor selling apple because
;
they show the bruisec, but considers
and for
S them excellent for home use
V
5 cooking and eating, and they keep into
X
May. Prom Northern Spys set out
thirteen years ago, last year he gathered
from four to seven bushels a tree. They
to bear in seven years, and have
Is the most delicate, the most Ϊ began
never entirely failed of a crop since they
V
sensitive of our senses, yet the
This year he is going to
to bear.
most neglected.
Many of the g beganthe hens a run of about two acres
give
headaches and nervous break- ς
the Spys, dividing the land into
V
downs come directly from S among
runs and sowing clover on tbem at
three
S
the
of
muscular insufficiencies
of the spring and sumdifferent
Ε>β·
i mer so asperiods
Λ
to provide the hens with green
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Lot

food.

Besides apples Mr. DeCoster has a
number of plum trees which bear well,
bis best varieties being the Burbank,
the Lombard and the Green Gage. The
Red Hue, he finds, winter-kills, and the
Pond Seedling is for him a shy bearer.
The earliest is the Willard, which he
considers a very good fruit.
Through an untoward accident, Mr.
DeCoster last winter lost all his bees,
but he intends to keep from fifteen to
twenty-five swarms. Ue says he would
keep bees if there were no other profit
in them on account of their high value
as blossom fertilizers in the fruit orchard. From experiments of his own,
he learned that the wind fertilizes only
one in ten of the branche* from whicti
bees are excluded.—Maine Farmer.

Expense.
Variety
The beet of
of Plumbing Goods.
A variety of food is cheaper than tc
oak woodwork for closets. No old
corn or wheat, for the reasoi
use
goods. Call and see this line. Job thatonly
promotes growth, laying
variety
No
bing promptly attended to.
and thrift. Because a variety of food
it is not necessary
for
team.
recommended
is
charge
that the expense should be increased
Xj. M. Longley,
It costs more to feed the hens on ont
Maine. kind of food than on a variety, becausc
Norway,
a variety satisfies their wants sooner
A hen may eat a large amount of grain
and

For Service

Λ right good Berkshire Boar, just
the right size. Service fee $i .00.
A. K.
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producing

eggs she will
require something else. If given a va
less
grain and sat
riety she will utilize
isfy herself with food that is cheaper
because better results are obtained.—
Farm and Fireside.
but

if she is

Sheep

are Good

Property.

The outlook for sheep vu never
ter than at présent. The demand for
all kinds of sbeep—mutton, wool producers and lambs—is greater than the
means of supply, and prices are high
and advancing, says an exohange. A
dock is profitable over and above receipts for wool and mutton in the Increase of lambs.
The time is at hand when every farmer should have as many sheep as he is
prepared to provide for. Farmers are
now coming to the point when they can
fence and cross-fence their farms with
woven wire, thus enabling them to feed
the sheep over the whole farm instead of
moving them to a permanent pasture.
The permanent pasture very soon becomes sheep-sick, and the farmer beHowever, with
comes discouraged.
sheep-tight fences he can use his sheep
on the stubble fields or on the aftermath
of the meadows, and he can fatten his
lambs in the cornfield to the benefit
both of the lambs and cornfield.
There is more profit for the amount
invested in sheep than in any other kind
of live stock. They are high now, but
there is no reasonable probability they
will be lower, at least for many years to
Our farmers can never expect to
come.
have clean farms until they introduce

Lynx Hunting
By STEPHEN CRANE.

of "The R»d Badge of CourMe." Etc.

Author

'l/M. il*». t»V IVliWam Howe Crone.

IMMIE lounged about the dining
room and watched his mother
Sud'
with large, serious eyes.
denly lie said, "Ma—now—can I

borrow pa's gun?"
She was overcome with the feminine
horror which Is able to mistake preliminary words for the full accomplishment of the dread thing. "Why, Jimmle!" she cried. "Of ail wonders!
Vour father's gun!
No, Indeed, you
can't!"
He was fairly well crushed, but he
managed to mutter sullenly, "Well,
In
Willie Dalzel, he's got a gun."
reality Ills heart had previously been
beating with such tumult—he had himself been so impressed with the daring
and sin of his request—that he was
glad that ail was over now, and his
mother could do very little further
harm to his seusibillties. He had been
influenced into the venture by the lar-

sheep raising more extensively. With
the exception of thistles, mullein and
cocklebura in their mature stage, sheep
will eat every kind of weed that grows
on the farm, and profit by the eating.
A properly fenced farm with a hundred
sheep will never be badly infested with

weeds.
It is an advantage to have hurdles
made of light material and so construct- ger boys.
ed as to form small pens, in which to
"Hull!" the Dalzel urchin had said;
place the ewes having two lambs for a "your father's got a gun, hasn't he?
few hours after parturition. It is a Well, why dou't you bring that?"
good practice, when it is known that
Puffin? himself, Jimmle had replied,
this period is about at hand, to place the
"Well. I can, if I want to." It was a
ewe in one of these pens, keeping her
black lie. but really the Dalzel boy
from being disturbed by the older lambs.
with his eternal
It is a good practice to separate those was too outrageous
which a
having twins from those having single billpostlng about the gun
lambs, keeping each in a flock by them- beaming uncle had Intrusted to him.
selves. The single lambs are likely to Its possession made him sui>erlor In
grow more rapidly and be the stronger, manftilness to most boys in the neighand more able to crowd out the twins borhood. or at least they enviously conwhen old «nough to be fed alone.
ceded him such ifosltion, but he was so
Sheep-shearing machines are a great overbearing and stuffed the fact of
in
improvement over hand work, both
so relentlessly down their
cleanliness of clipping and in the time his treasure
that on this occasion the mlsr
required for each animal. It requires throats
some skill to keep clippers sharp.
Up- enable .Tlmnile had lied as naturally as
most animals swim.
on this much of the success and ease
with which these maohines are bandied
Willie Dalzel had not been checkdepends. It is necessary to know how mated. for he had Instantly retorted,
to handle a sheep while clipping it.
"Wliy don't you get It, then?"
A man who has had considerable ex"Well. I can If I want to."
perience in shearing sheep by band will
"Well, get It then!"
understand this part of the work and
"Well, I can If I want to."
can usually handle a machine clipper
Thereupon Jimmle had paced away
with great ease. One man and a boy
with a machine can handle about twice with great airs of surety as far as the
as many sheep in a day as is customary
when they are hand-sheared.
Sheep are very efficient aids in making
clean pastures by keeping down many
kinds of weeds. Oats and bran make
an excellent ration for ewes with Iamb.
—Maine Parmer.
New Light on Killing the Mites.
About a year ago the Farmer called
its readers' attention to a new remedy
for the extermination of the red mites
in poultry bouses. As the season for
the development of the mites is apand as we have a largely in-

bpln«r bis

trusty

lieutenants.

They

stalke:l to uud l'ro, long strlded, stern
yet devil-may-care, three terrible little

"**■'"—m—u.

'flic Llulzel boy taklny Hit: purt υ) a bun·
dit chief.

Jimmie had an uncle who made game
of him whenever h<> caught him In this
kind of play, and often this uncle qiiot
ed derisively the following classic:
"Once altourd the lugger, Bill, and the
girl is mine. Now to burn the chateau
ami destroy ull evidence of our crime.
But, liark'e. Bill, no wiolence." Wheeling, abruptly, lie addressed these draThey
matic words to his comrades.
were impressed; they decided at once
to he smugglers, and in the most ribald
fashion they talked about carrying off
young women.
At last they continued their march
through the woods. The smuggling
motif was now grafted fantastically
upon the original lynx idea, which Willie Dajzel refused to abandon at any

price.

Once they came upon au iunocent
bird who happened to be looking another way at the time. After a great
deal of maneuvering and big words,
Willie Dalzel reared his fowling piece
and blew this poor thing into a mere
rag of wet feathers, of which he was

proaching,
subscription list, we again resubject which is of inestimable
importance to every poultryman. To

creased
new the

Ma-now-cun I borrow pa's
.loor

or

tus

nome,

wnere nis

gunt"
manner

of tremulous misghcame upon liim to address h s
mother in the dining room There had
happened that which had happeued·
When Jimmie returned to his two
as
distinguished companions he

changed
lug lis It

night,
something incredible.

to one

JJ

Two or three years ago the Rockland
Lime uo. oegan ταβ manuiaciure υι a blown out with a singular po^posit
Oh. * e 1.
"lime flour" for making Bordeaux mix- He spoke these noble words
We found by experimenting that I guess I don't want to take the gun
ture.
about three pounds of this lime, costing
three-fourthe cent per lb., would make
had b-eu watching him with
four gallons of whitewash. A heavier
ferret eyes, and they
gleaming
coat gives a better coating of lime, and
ed his falsity at once. They challenged
but
sevmakes the house look whiter,
...«u.ed gibee, b«< .«
eral coats are preferable. Now the acconduct of bo s
tion of the lime in killing by contact is m the rules for the
whatjust as favorable as kerosene, which that one should admit anything
costs about fifteen times as much, but soever. and Jlmmle. backed into an
the other and greater advantage in, the ethical corner, lied as etupldly.as e
whitewash hardens, covers the cracks perately. as hopelessly as eu>r loue
which contain the eggs, making it imsavage tights when surrounded at last
possible for the mites to escape, con- iu his jungle.
will
nmv„
sequently a few thorough sprayings
Such accusations were never kuown
absolutely exterminate the pest.
for the reason
to
to
come
point,
any
used
can
be
it
It is so cheap
lavishly.
deni.i s
If applied as soon as prepared it will that the number and kind of
in
the
nozzle
not clog the spray
slight- always equaled or exceeded *he mm>
est degree. In fact, it is for cheapness ber of accusations, and no boy «
and effectiveness, a perfect remedy for ever brought really to book for these
this, the worst poultry pest in the
Northern States. Of course the drop^ lhey went off together.
ping boards must be cleaned before Willie Dalzel with his gun being a
Farmer.
spraying.—Maine
tritle in advance and discoursing upon
his various, works. They passed along
The Profit in It.

°UThev

detect^

Afterward the otlie:· big boy had a
Then It was
turn at another bird.
plainly Jiuimie's chance. The two others had, of course, some thought of
cheating him out of this chance, but of
a truth he was timid to explode such a
thunderous weapon, aud as soon as
they detected this fear they simply
tverbore him aud made it clearly understood that if he refused to shoot
he would lose his caste, his scalp lock,
his girdle, his honor.
They had reached the old death colored snake fence which marked the
limits of the upper pasture of the

Under some hickory
Fleming farm.
trees the path ran parallel to the fence.
Behold, a small priestly chipmunk
came to a rail and, folding his hands
I·

■

m\r>—ττσ

Π

τ—

■

Ë

Lover and ?
e Telltale.

a maple lined avenue, a highway comstory which
mon to boys bound for that free laud
made
to
be
by
profit
aptly
lived
judicious advertising. One of its sub- of hills and woods In which they
scribers had some yearling heifers he lu some part their romauce of the mowanted to sell. Neighbors offered him ment. whether it was of Indians, min$15 apiece for them but he doubte'i ers. smugglers, soldiers or outlaws.
whether this was a sufficient price and The paths were their paths, and much
The anwrote the paper for advice.
was known to them of the secrets of
swer was to advertise for a larger and
the dark green hemlock thickets, ihe
were
animals
if
the
really
better market,
wastes of sweet fern and huckleberry,
tine ones and in good condition. He did
and the cliffs of gaunt bluestone wltlι the
advertisement
for
the
so; paid $0
bach
got $150 more for the heifers than his sumac burning red at their feet
neighbors offered him. He found that boy had, 1 am sure, a conviction that
there was a large and profitable market some day the wilderness was to give
waiting for hi· product and that all be forth to him a marvelous secret, lhey
had to do to dispose of his stock to ad- felt that the hills and the forest knew
vantage was to giveit publicity.
much, and they heard a voice of It In
Many and many a farmer in New Eng- the silence. It was vague, thrilling,
of
land might benefit by the example
and altogether fabulous.
this western breeder. They light their fearful
The grown folks seemed to regard
candle all right but they set it under a
bushel and the world is in nowise en- those wastes merely as so much distance between one place aud another
lightened thereby.
A man has done only half bis duty to place ov as a rabbit cover or as a d e·
himself and the world when he raises a trlct to be Judged according to the
surplus of good stook, grain, bay or value of the timber, bnt to the boys it
other farm produce without letting the
spoke some great Inspiring word,
world know what he has produced.
which they knew even as those who
of
half
the
it
is
too,
Strangely enough,
his duty which insures profit to himeelf pace the shore know the enigmatic
and guards him against loss that be speech of the surf. In the meantime
they lived there. In seasons, lives or
neglecta.
Is this because he hafe never consider- ringing adventure—by dint of Imagied the advertising question as one of nation.
profit to himself? Yet that is what it
The boys left the avenue, skirted
most largely is.

"/ thouijht bhe wiih

a

hasUij through some private grounds,
elimbcd η fence and entered the thick-

Color of Butter of Different Breeds.

The natural method color measurement· mad» possible some interesting
studies along this line, which may be
added. In the middle west, the native
or Durham mixed cows run up in June
to about the same color as did the purebred Jerseys at Burchard Farm. Shade
three or three and one-half, 76 to 85
cubic centimeters per cwt. of white.
The same cows in winter go lower than
do the Jerseys. Guernsey cows1 butter
runs as high naturally as No. β, and is
often too highly colored to be accepted
by the buyer as without artificial color.
Quernsey butter color is of a different
quality also, it is old gold rather than
orange, with suggestions of lemon and
olive. No breed can compete with them
in rich colored «ream and milk. This
difference continues throughout the
year, as natural color gradually declining during the fall and winter, those
cows that give the highest color in sumThe
mer keep their lead all the year.
color gets to its lowest point just before
another pasture season— C. L. Fitch,
Greeley, Conn.

In fine shape for them.

et·.

It

happened

that at school the

previous day Willie Dalxel had been
forced to read and acquire In some
part a solemn description of a lynx.

The meager Information thrust upon
fcim had caused him grimaces of suffering. but now he said suddenly,
"I'm goln* to shoot a 1χηχ·"
The other boys admired this statement. but they were silent for

atlm£

said meekly, Wha
a lynx?" He had endured his Ignorance as long as he was able.
Why,
The Dalzel boy mocked him.
A
don't you know what a lynx 1·?

Finally Jimmie

Ivnx? Why, a lynx Is a animal somethin' like a cat. an' it's got great big
green eyes, an' it elts on the l mb of a
it· »
tree an' jus' glares at
pretty bad animal, I tell you! Why,

/00*

W"IIuh!"

I

said the third

boy.

"Where

d'you ever pee a lynx?"
"Ob. I've seen *em—plenty of
I bet you'd be scared If you seen

em.
one

once."
Jlmmle and the other boy each demanded. "How do you know I would.
They penetrated deeper Into the
Thev climbed a rocky tlgzag
wood
them at times where
path
with their hands they ctrtild almost
touch the tops of giant pines. The
sheer toward the
*rar cliffa

which'led

sprang,

a

lynx."

Old Henry Fleming, the owner of t!ie
farm, strode across the pasture towanl
them.
He had iu his hand a most
This whip he nourished.
cruel whip
At his upproach the hoys suffered tl/fe
agonies of the tire regions. And yet
auyhody with half an eye could see
that the whip iu his hand was u mere
accident and that he was a kind <>11
man—yvben he cared.
When he had come near he spoke
crisply. "What you boys bei'U dolu' to
my cowV" The tone had a deep threat
iu it.
They all answered by saying
that none of them liad shot the cow.
Their denials were tearful and clamorous, anil they crawled knee by knee,
i The vision of It wh:. like three martyrs being dragged toward the stake.
Old Fleming stood there, grim, tight
lipped. After a time he said, "Which
boy done it?"
There was «one confusion, and then
Jlminie spoke. "I done it. mister."
Fleming looked at him; then he asked, "Well, what did you shoot 'er fer?"'

HE WON HIS CASE.

illustrates the

the
Illustrate·
That
Incident
Shrewdness of Ben Butler.
A number of years ago (Jeneral Benjamin F. Butler was a gnest of friends
in Brooklyn. During his visit he noted
An

Tltçrc

was a

jrlyhtf ul

roar.

Ills abdomen, addressed thein lu hie
It was Jlmmle's shut.
tongue
Adjured by he others, he took the
His ia-e was stiff with uppregun.
en

own

hen-jlOD. The Lhilzel Iwy was giving
Aw,
forth flue words: "Go nhead.
It's nothln' to do.
don't be afraid.
Why. I've doue It a million times.
Don't shut lH>th your eyes. now. Jus'
keep one open and shut the other one.
He'll get away If you don't watch out.
Now you're all right. Why don't you

let 'er go Y f}o ahead."
Jlmmle. with his legs braced apart,
His
was in the center of the path.
back was greatly lient, owing to the
mechanics of supporting the heavy

the rule of the street railway companies compelling conductors to regis-

ter fares as soon as passengers entered
the care and before the fares were actually collected. Two or three years
afterward he represented the plaintiff
In a damage suit for $15,000 In which a

Brooklyn street railway compauy was
the defendant. The principal witness

for the company was the conductor of
the car on which the accident occurred, and his testimony was so strong
as to make things look bad for Butler's
client. But Butler recalled the unusual
rule he had remarked years before, and
on cross examination he said:
"Your company requires you to ring
up fares as soon as passengers enter
the car, doesn't it?"

"Yes."
gun. Ills companions were screeching
"Suppose a passenger boards your
In the rear. There was a wait.
finds he is on the wrong
Then lie pulled trigger. To him there car and then
state that fact to your
Do
line.
his
and
you
cheek
his
a
was
frightful roar,
make allowance
shoulder took a stunning blow, his face iBuperlors, and do they
for that fare?"
felt a hot tlush of tire, and, owning on your returns
"No. I lose the uickel."
his two eye<, he found that he was
"Do you mean to say th^ company
still alive. lie was not too dazed to
won't take your word for 5 cents?"
Instantly adopt a becoming egotism. It
"No, they won't."
had been the lirst shot of his life.
"Yet." said the shrewd veteran, turnwell
muuuered
the
after
But directly
to the Jury, "the company asks you
ing
a
certain
celebration of this victory
to take this conductor's word for $15.cow wlili h had I won grazing lu the
000."
line of Inv was seen to break wildly
Butler's client received a verdict.—
the pasture, bellowing and
acr<<s.<
T':e three praucfifîers and Brooklyn Enjrle.
bue'., lu y

Spring

Humors

effete matters accumulated
in the blood during the winter cause in the

Impure

or

spring such disfiguring and painful troubles
also
as boils, pimples, and other eruptions,
weakness, loss of appetite, that tired feeling.

f11
jn*.
helps

'.r9m

But I hare found Hood a Sarnaparllla
me from the first dose, completely
restores rood health and strength."

Lowellj
Guabaxtskd under the Food and Drags Act, Jane 30,1906,

flushed guiltily, with felonious glances
from side to side.
It happened that a certain vigilant
little girl had a seat directly across the
aisle from Jlmmie's seat, and she had
remain**! In the room duriug the Inter
misslon because of her Interest in some
absurd domestic details concerning lier
desk. Parenthetically it might be stated that she was in the habit of Imagining tills desk to be α house, and at this
time, with an important little frown,
Indicative of u proper matron, she was
engaged In dramatizing her ideas of a

household.

But tills small nose uoiaege uappcued to be of h family which numbered
It was, in fact, one of
few males.
those curious middle class famille-t
that hold much of their ground, retain
most of their position, after all thelrvisible means of support have been

dropped

In

the grave.

It contalnel

only a collection of women who
existed submissively, defiantly, securely, mysteriously, in a pretentious and
It was of·
often exasperating virtue.
teu too triumphantly clear that they
now

However,
free of bad habits.
bad habits ia a term here used in a
commoner meaning, because it Is certrue that the principal and Inwere

tainly

solitary Joy which entered

their
the Joy of talking
wickedly and busily about their neighbors. It was all done without dreum
of its being of the vulgarity of the alleys. Indeed It was simply a constitutional but not incredible chastity and
ordihonesty expressing Itself In its
whirling cirnary superior way of the
cles of life, and the vehemence of the
criticism was not lessened by a further iufusion of an acid of worldly desufTerlng and worldly
feat.

deed

lonely lives

was

worldly

hopelessness.

Out of this family circle had «prune
the typical little girl who discovered
a
Jlmmle Τ re scott agonizingly writing
nil
letter to his sweetheart. Of course
the children were the most abandoned

gossips, but she was peculiarly adapted to the purpose of making Jlminle
miserable over this particular |»olnt. It
wus her life to sit of evenings aliout
the stove and hearken to her mother
and a lot of spinsters talk of many
During these evenings she
things.
licensed to utter an opinion
either one way or the other way. She
was then simply a very little girl sitting, peu eyed. In the gloom and listening to many things which she often
Interpreted wrongly. They, on their
part, kept up a kind of a smug faced
of concealing from her Inforwas never

pretense
mation

In

detail

of

the

widespread

crime, which pretense may have Iteen
more elaborately dangerous than no
pretense at all. Thus all her home
teaching fitted her to recognize at

In Jlmmle Trescott's manner that
he was concealing something that
would properly Interest the world. She
set up η scream: "Oh. oh. oh! Jlmmle
Trescott's writing to his girl! Oh. oh!"
Jlmmle cast α miserable glance upon
her, a glance in which hatred mingled
with despair. Through the o|>en window he could hear the boisterous cries
once

of hia friends—hie hoodlum friend·—
who would no more understand the
utter i>oetry of his position than they
would understand an aucient tribal
language. His face was set In a

algn

expression of horror than any of
the romances describe upon the features· of a man (lung Into a moat, a
man shot In the breast with an arrow,
a man cleft in the neck with a battleax.
He was supiMHlaneous of the fullHis one
est power of childish pain.
atcourse was te» rush upon her aud

truer

tempt by an Impossible means of straugulation to keep her' important news
from the public.

The best medicine to take is Hood's
Sarsaparilla, which thoroughly cleanses the
blood, and effects permanent cures by giving
healthy functional activity to the stomach,
liver, kidneys, bowels and skin.
N. H.. aays:
hmvir?dentfr*n» Mr*· ^ Blekford. GoSSvllle,
!i
form,
the Mm· earatlve properties m the liquid
down, if?* dyspepsia and that tired feel·
beildea accuracy of doee convenience, economy,
or leakage,
bo )oi« by evaporation, breakage,
cior mall.
11, ο f drueiiti or promptly ofCo.,
Man.
C. 1. Hood

|

WHKX

Jimmie thought, hesitated, decided,
{altered and then formulated this. "1
thought she was a lynx."
Old Fleming and his Swede at once
lay down in the grass and laughed
themselves helpless.

'"hfeefe

Hoard's Dairyman tells

lynx hunters looked at each other out
of blanched faces. Jlmmle had hit the
cow.
The tfrvt evidence of his comp:eh?r i :i of this fact was in the celerity with v. hlch he returned the discharged gun to Willie Dalzel.
They turned tu flee. The laud was
black, as if it had been overshadowed
suddenly with thick storm clouds, and
STEPHEN CRANE.
I
even as they fled ta their horror a giI "The R«d B*dg· ef Co«r· Y
gantic Swedish farm hand came from
Ο
»ge." Etc.
the heavens and fell ui>ou them, shrieking lu eerie triumph. In a twinkle they
1900, by William Howe Cratu. γ
were clouted prostrate.
The Swede
was elate and ferocious in a foreign
the augel child returned
and fulsome way.
He continued to
with her parents to New
beat them and yell.
York, the foud heurt of JimFrom the ground they raised their
rule Trescott felt Its bruise
dismal appeal. "Oh, please, mister, we
didn't do It! He did it! 1 didn't do it! greatly. Kor two days he simply mopWe didn't do It! We didn't mean to do ed, becoming a struuger to till former
Joys. When his old comrades yelled
it! Oh, please, mister!"
In these moments of childish terror Invitation as they swept off on some
replied with
little lads go half blind, and it is possi- interesting quest, be
ble that few moments of their after mournful gestures of disillusion.
He thought often of writing to her,
life made them suffer as tney did when
but of course the shame of it made
the Swede flung them over the fence
letter to a girl?
and marched them toward the farm- him pause. Write a
The mere enormity of the idea caused
house. They begged like cowards on
Persons of his quality
the Rcafl'old. and each one was fey him- him shudders.
never wrote letters to girls. Such was
self. "Oh, please let me go, mister!. I
the occupation of mollycoddles and
didn't do it, mister! He did it! Oh,
lie know that if his acsnivelers.
p-l-ease let me go, mister!"
and friends found In him
The boyish view belongs to l>oys quaintances
evidences of such weakness and genalone, and If this tall and knotted laeral mllklness they would fling themborer was needlessly without charity,
selves upon him like so many wolves
none of the three lade questioned it.
and bait him beyond the borders of
Usually when they were punished they
decided that they deserved it. aud the sanity.
However, one day at school in that
more they Were punished the more
of the morning session when chilthey were convinced that they were time
of his age were ullowed tifteeu
criminals of a most subterranean type. dren
In the school grounds
As to the hitting of the cow being a minutes to play
he did not, as usual, rush forth feroof
neaccident
and
not
therefore
pure
to his games.
Commonly he
cessity a criminal matter, such reading ciously
was of the worst hoodlums, preying
never entered their beads. When things
his weaker brethren with all the
happened and they were caught, they upon
cruel disregard of a grown man. On
commonly paid dire consequences, and
this particular morning he stayed In
they were accustomed to measure the
the schoolroom, and with his tongue
probabilities of woe utterly by the damstuck from the comer of his mouth
age done and uot in any way by the
and his heud twisting in a painful
culpability. The shootiug of the cow
way he wrote to little Cora, pouring
was plainly lteinous, aud undoubtedly
out to her all the poetry of his hungry
their dungeons would be knee deep in
soul as follows: "My dear Cora I love
water.
thee with all my hart oh come bac
"He did It, mister." This was a genbac again for I love thee
eral outcry. Jimmie used It as often again, bac,
best of all oh come bac again When
as did the others. As for theui, It is
the spring come again we'l fly and
certain that they had no direct thought
we'l fly like a brid."
of betraying their comrade for their
As for the last word, he knew under
own salvation.
They thought themnormal circumstances perfectly well
selves guilty because they were caught.
how to spell "bird," but In this case
When boys were not caught they might
he had transposed two of the letters
be
I5ut
innocent.
possibly
captired
excitement, supreme agitation.
boys were guilty. When they cried oi:t through
Nor had this letter been composed
that Jiinmie was the culprit, it wa<
without fear and furtive glancing.
principally h simple expression of terThere wus always a number of chilror
dren who for the time cared more for
the quiet of the schoolroom than for
the tempest of the playground, and
there was always that denial company
who were being forcibly deprived of
their reeess, wbo were being "kept In."
More than one curious eye was turned
upon the desperate and lawless Jimmle Trescott suddenly taken to ways
of peace, and as he felt these eyes he

proud.

exterminate these pests it is necessary to
understand their habits of breeding,
which consist in their seeking the deepest cracks obtainable for depositing their
eggs, and as but little of such remedies
as
kerosene, carbolic acid, etc., penetrate so deeply, many of the eggs are
untouched, aud soon batch, keeping up
an incessant supply of mites to suck the
life blood from the fowls all through the
for the increase of these pests is

Charles Farrar, the Holden, Mass.,
weather prophet, who predicted thirtyam
1
hens
Be sure that both sitting
six snowstorms for last winter, warns
h>*ns with chicks have free access to < farmers not to wet their hay in July,
once
dust-bath at least
ev-ry day. The; or if they doit will never get dry that
should also be frequently dusted witf month, for he says that Jdly will be ft
insect powder. Many hens have died oi rainy month. He tells them to wait unthe nest from no other cause than lice.— til August for their bay and it will dry

Suburban Life.

W'M'" P.ihel bU»li!ed about his
impossible lvnx. mid tin·,ν stalked tbe
mountain side like chamois hunters,
although no noise of bird or beast
broke the stillness of the hills. Below
them Whilomville was spread
out
somewhat like the cheap green and
black lithograph of the time—"A
Blrdseye View of Whilomville, Ν. Y."
Iu the eu^ the boys reached the top
of the mountain and scouted off among
wild and desolate ridges. They were
burning with the desire to slay large
animals. They thought continually of
elephants, lions, tigers, crocodiles. They
discoursed upon their Immaculate conduct in case such monsters confronted
them, and they all lied carefully about
their courage.
The breeze was heavy with the smell
of sweet fern. The pines and hemlocks
sighed as they waved their branches.
In the hollows the leaves of the laurels
were lacquered where the sunlight
found them. No matter the weather, It
would be impossible to long continue
an expedition of this kind without a
Are, and presently they built one, snapping down for fuel the brittle under
branches of the pines. About this fire
they were willed to conduct a sort of
play, the Palzci boy taking the part
of a bandit chief and the other boys

sky.

bet-

No. 324.

The teacher, a thoughtful young woman at her desk upon the platform,
•aw a little scuffle, which Informed her
that two of her scholar· were larking.
She called out sharply. The command
penetrated to the middle of an early
world struggle. In Jlmmle's age there
was no particular scruple In the minds
of the male sex against laying warrior
hands upon their weaker slater·. But
of courae this voice from the throne

hindered Jlmmle in what might ban
been a berserk attack.

Even tlit· litlïe girl was retarded bj
the voice:· but, without being unlawful
she man. g«\l soon to shy through (lit
door mid out upon the playground,
yelling, "Oil, Jimuile Trescott'u been
writ :ig to hi? girl Γ'
The uu'iappy Jim rule was following
a» closely r.s he wan allowed by hi*»
knowle.'g,» oi the decencies to be pre
eèrved nud-.'r the eye of the teacher.
Jliiimie himself wan mainly responsi
ble fur the >cene which ensued on the
playground. It Is possible that tbe little girl might have run, shrieking his

Poatry In Machinery.
Th» modern engines, the short neckcd, pin headed, large limbed, silent
ones, plunging with smooth and splendid leaps down their aisles of spaceengines without any faces. blind, grim,
conquering, llftlu ; the world—nre more
poetic to some of us than old engines

actual appearance of human woe. lu
that event they cheered and danced.
Jimmie mude the strategic mistake οΓ
pursuing little rose, and tnus exposed
his thin skin to the whole school. He
had in his cowering mind a vision of a
hundred children turning from their
play under the maple trees and speeding toward him over the gravel with
suddeu wild launte.
Upon iiim drove
a yelping, demoniac mob, to wbicb his
llo saw in this
worus were futile,
mob boys that he dimly knew, and his
deadly eiien ie* and his retainers and
his most It:te friends. The viru-

some one

Infamy, without exciting more than a
general but limnllitant interest. These
barbarian* were excited only by the

lence of

deadly

hi-;

enemy

was

no

greater than tHe virulence of his Inti-

mate friend, l-'rom the outskirts the
little informer could be heard still
screaming the new·, like a toy parrot
with clock work Inside of it. It broke
up all sort of games, not so much liecause of the mere fact of the letter
writing as because the children knew
that some sufferer was at the last
point, and, like little blood fanged
wolves, they thronged to the scene of
his destruction. They galloped about
hiin shrilly chanting Insults. He turned from one to another, only to meet
witn howls. He was baited,
■

iM·—mi—.

τ..1:

for the very reason that they
not ho poetk· lo iking. They are
less showy, more furtive, «uggeatlvc,
modem and perfe t.
In proportion a a machine is modern
It hi les Its face. It refuse:» tJ look as
poetic as it i and if It niak.'s a sound
It is almost always a sound that is too
small for It or one that belongs to
were

are

e».^e.

Th·} trolley wire, llfflng a whole city
home to supper. Is a giant with a falsetto vohe. 'Πιο l ir„e soi m'.lag. the
poetic souin'ln*. Is nit characteristic
of the modern spirit. In so far as It
exists at all in the modern age. eit'ier
In Its machinery or its poetry, it exists
been zse it Is accidental or left over.
There was a deep bass steamer on
the Mississippi once with a very small
head of steam which any one would
have a«!n itled had poetry In It—old
fash lone I : ο try. Every time It whistled It p*(\ >ed.—Gerald Stanley I.ee,
Author of "The Voice of th>> Machine*."
Where the Credit Was Due.
Levi P. Morton once established a
dry goods lions·» In New York and
failed, but > hit creditors h·· gave all
he possesse
settling for Γ.0 cents on
the dollar. Years afterward he made
a great success η s a banker, an 1 then
lie again g.· e thought to those whom
ti I in full as a mercliaut.
lie had not
One day Ί his former creditors recelvul Invi ti:>ns to a banquet. II s
guests took letr eats at th·· table a I
as each op< tied his napkin fo.md
check f >r tl· full amount of his claim,

with inter»·
"Gentlemen." said Mr. Morton, "the
one who «I· erves the credit for the—
shall we s ν—favors of the evenh g
Is not your host, but the mother who
by her early Influence has guided hbu
through life. My father's salary as the
villa je parson was not sulllcleiit for nil
»
the ljousehold expenses, so I went
clerking In the village store for a few
dollars a month. When I brought my
wages to my mother she said:
"'Levi, do you owe any of this money tc· anybody? Yes? Then κ» at once
and pay It If It takes every dollar. If
you owe money you are rut a fret· boy.'

"My

men.

emancipation

tonight,

gentle-

Is the direct result of that moth-

er's early counsel."

27u.'i/ gullofted

<ibnut

him, nhrllly chunU

iwj Intuitx.

Tliou, in one instant, he changed all
this with a blow. Bang! The uiost pitiless of the boys near him received h
punch, fairly anil skillfully, which made
him bellow out like a walrus, and then
Jiminie laid desperately into the whole
world, striking out freuzledly in all
directions.
Boys who could handily
whip him and knew it backed away
from this onslaught. Here was intenThey themtion—serious intention.
selves were not In frenzy, and their
cooler Judgment respected Jinunle's efforts when he ran amuck. They saw
that it really was none of their affair.
In the meantime the wretched little
girl who hail caused the bloody riot
was away, by the fence, weeping be-

cause

boy.;

were

flgiitlng.

Jimmle several times hit the wron :
boy—that Is to say. he several times I it
κ wrong boy hard euough to arouse
also In hltn a spirit of strife. Jinn V

c
little shirt waist. It was pa
ν ;s
Ile
Into
oblivion.
rapidly
ing
sobbing, and there was one blood stain
The school ground
upon his cheek.
sounded like a pine tree when a hundred crows roost la it at lii'Tiit.
Then upon the situation there pealed
It was a bell that these
a brazen bell.
children obeyed even as older nations
ol>ey the formal law which is printed
iu calfskin. It smote them into some
sort of inaction. Even Jiiuniie was In-

wore

a

now

fluenced by its latency, although as a
linale he kicked out lustily Into the
legs of an Intimate friend who had
been one of the foremost In the tor
ture.

When they came to form Into line
for the march Into the schoolroom, It
Was curious that Jimmle had many admirers. It was not his prowess; It wa.=
the soul he had Infused into his gymnastics. and he, still panting, looked
about him with a stern and challeng-

ing Rlare.
And yet when the long tramping line

had entered the schoolroom Ills status
had again changed. The other children
then began to regard him as a !>oy In
disrepair, and Itoys In disrepair were
always accosted ominously from the
Jlmmle's march toward his
throne.

It was composed
a feat.
of a most slinking attempt to
dodge the perception of the teacher
and partly of pure braggadocio erected
for the benefit of his observant fellow
seat

was

partly

men.

The teacher looked carefully down
at him. "Jimmle Treecott." she said.
"Yes'in," lie answered, with businesslike briskness, which really spelled
out falsity in all Its letters.
"Come up to the desk."
He rose, amid the awe of the entire
When he arrived, she
schoolroom.
said:

"Jlmuiie, you've been fighting."
"Yes'in," he answered. This was not
so much an admission ·£ the fact as it
was a concessional answer to anything
she might say.
"Who have you been fighting?" she

asked.
"I dunno', 'tu."
Whereuimu the empress blazed out
in wrath. "You don't know who you've

A Steady Price.
The Rev. Simon Turple was an eloquent speaker, but he seemed to have
a lis: of sermons which when once began he went right through to the end
and then started at the first sermon
again, and so on.
A young man in the congregation
was about to leave for South Africa,
but the Sunday before he departed he

attended the church service.
Iu the course of his lecture the minister used an illustration in which were
the words, "Λ man can easily purchase two sparrows for threejieuce."
The young man, after being absent
for about three years, returned, and on
the first opportunity attended divine
service. St.auge to say, he heard the
same· uarrativo by the same minister,
the ph ase striking him most being
about the "two sparrows for three-

penes."

At tin? close of tin» service the tninin his courtoH.v. came π .ni shook
:iiuls with the youth hij'1. welcoming
"dm hack to It's li mie, ftsl i! Iiiin if he
about the place.
iticed nny
Til·.» young man, evidently quite un•oncorned. replied in a ρ vky tone:
"Jly«·. man. there's twa or three
change*, but there's ylu thing I can
oe
Tl e price o* sparrows is aye at
the »aifte auld filler." Tit-Hits.
1

"or.

The Shafts of a Hansom.
The group in tin· all iiight i. tun rant
had heen discussing Hie odd tiling noticed ·>ιι a city street, and .several Inter;· ting
aib.lects had heen brought
up and sail-..ictorily explaiu.-d. Jtut
me who h 1 not joined mitc'i in the
cunvers»ti m suddenly prop>;*uded a
pu-itijii n-hi-h set thcin all
îesslng,
.ttid many were tlie haphazard explanations «»:«' red. "Why are the hafts
on a hnns'Mii cab curved downward for
a fnit or more at the forward end?"
iie asked. Λ cab driver seated near by
li tened with an amused smile to the
a guments and finally, excusing himself fir intruding in the conversation,
the
ott'eied
following explanation:
"Wl.en a hansom cab Is empty practically the entire weight is forward of
the wheels. When a horse falls the
shafts. with all this weight, g down,
too, and if the shafts wer«· stiv.'ght serious Injury could be done to tin· horse
from the pressure while it was struggling. So the shafts are curved, and
when the horse falls the curved euda
rest on the ground and keep the weight
of the cab off the animal."—i'hiladelphia ltecord.

A Bad Place to Stroll.
All evening stroll around Ballarat,
Hen ligo or any other Australian goldHi center Is said to have an excitement
peculiar to itself. The visitor never
can tell when he may drop down an
abandoned shaft Into the itowels of
the earth. During the tifties and sixties. the period of the great "rushes."
thousands of these shaft* were sunk,
varying in depth from Λ0 tn ôOO feet.
Some of them have lteen tilled up. hut
the great majority still yawn for unAccidents of this
wary pedestrians.
sort are seldom fatal. The accumulated mud and water at the bottom of
the shaft break the fall.

Queer Noting Place·.
Birds seek queer places In which to
build their nests. The robin often bo·
gins nesting operatloua in February.

been fighting?"
Any old pot, basket or can which la
Jinitnic looked at her gloomily
lying in a corner of a garden seems to
"No'ni."
lie taken possession of by robins. They
She seemed aliout to disintegrate to
on
"You even build their nests in flowerpots,
mere flaming fagots of anger.
chairs. In bags and tins, old kettlM
don't know who you've l>eeu lltfhtlntf?"
of other odd places. Bui
"Well, you and a variety
she demanded, blazing.
the most remarkable place of
perhaps
find
out."
until
school
after
in
you
stay
all where a robin built Its nest was Id
As he returned to his place all the
or on α cow's tall. The tall was hangair
his
children knew by
vanquished
on the wall of a butcher's slaughthat sorrow had fallen ujiou the house ing
and the roblo
When he took Ills seat, ter house In England,
of Treecott.
built a cozy nest among the long halt
he saw gloating upon him the satanlc
at tiie end of the appendage.
black eyes of the little Goldege girl.

Scoffs Emulsion strengthen· enfeebled
nurting mothers bf increasing their flesh and
nerve

force.

It provides baby with the necessary fat
ng
§F and mineral food for healthy growth.
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UBOKUB M. ATWOOD.

:huroh and the oommunlty are much
jleaaed to welcome Rev. Mr. 8choonover
jack to the pastorate he ha· held the
>ast two yean.
Sunday, Mrs. Helen Stearns and her
I I laughter, Mrs. Annie Willey, went to
jouth Paris, having been called there on
iccount of the serious illness of Mrs.

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, APR. 30, 1907.
AXWOOD

There vu do service at the M. E.

ihnreh Sunday, April Slat, M the conThe
ere do· VM in session In Auburn.

THE OWNOS OF THE WBEK IN ALL

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

West Parle.
BnriffUM
Rev. Alfred» Brewster, state lecturer! Mr. Alton C. Maxim of Sooth Pari·
tnd organizer for the W. C. T. U., had a 11 ocompanled bj Hon. Jamea 8. Wright
of
hearing Friday evening at the Baptist jad a surveyor were here Monday for
Jhurcb. Mr·. Pottle, preaident of the 11 ut week to complete arrangement·
local union, presided, and a fine addreas t he aale of the mill property formerly
area delivered to an intereated audience, ι nn under the firm name of L. E. Locke
Ulaa Hat tie Damon returned from the ! < k Co. Mr. Maxim haa purchased the
hospital at Lewlaton laat Saturday. 8he ι mtire mill privilege and will do extra

MM

ia atiil far from well and ia under the 11 grinding here in connection with hit
She ia at the [rain mill at Sonth Pari·. Be will also
ïare of a trained nurse.
ι arry a complete atock necessary to rnn
bome of her aunt, Mrs. Hattle Damon.
lira. Joaeph Emery returned from the ι in αρ-to-date grain mill. Mr. C. Everett
Maine Central Hospital at Lewiston I }hase will have charge of the mill and
] ir. Maxim will be here a part of the
Monday very much improved.
Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife left Au- f Ime to overeee the bmlnesa.
Mrs. Fred Penley and little ion from
ourn last Monday morning where they
bad been in attendance at the conference ] Jocke's Mill* visited relative· here laat
<
wd went to Portland, returning home reek.
Rev. Thomaa Whiteside and wife mov·
Tuesday afternoon.
The wood pile at the Methodist par- < id la«t week to Bolater'· Milla and Sonth
haa a pastorate for
louage commenced to move to the new ] larriaon, where he
purchase of the paraon, the home of the 11 he coming year.
About sixty members of West Paris
ate Mrs. Josephine Thomes. Six loads
irere moved
Thursday and "there's I.] jodge, No. 15,1. 0. 0. P., visited Normore to follow."
vay Lodge Tuesday evening of last
It is understood that R. C. Thomes veek. Their degree team worked the
will board with Rev. A. W. Pottle and ι lecond degree, and they arr#ed Lome by
«rife after they get moved and settled In ipecial train about 3 o'clock the next
I, norning.
:heir new home.
The Jodrie farm on Curtis Hill has
It is proposed to rent the Methodist
aold to Mr. Lorrie Immanen, a
parsonage to the first good applicant II >een
■bat comes along if he is willing to pay a roung Finn, who with hia wife intends
'air price. The rent money is applied to I i ο make a home there. Mr. Jodrie and
I anally have moved to New Hampshire.
■be pastor's salary.
Eleven Finn girl· who could not speak
Benjamin Record, who has been emhere
ployed the past year in Lewiston, is i word of English recently arrived
•pending a week in town visiting friends. 11 ind desire places to work.
His father, William Record, S3 years old, I P. J. Miles has purchased an interest
η a store at Gorham, Ν. H.
s quite ill.
The youngest child of Mr. Ora H.
£. L. Pbinney has sold out his fruit
ind confectionery shop to R. C. Jordan. I Kareton has been ill several weeks with
Hebron Academy base ball nine plays >ccasional attacks of convulsion·.
Rev. D. F. Neleon of Conway, Ν. H.,
with the Buckfield High School nine
I, >n returning from conference was a
Saturday.
1 juest for a short time at C. Howard
Bryant's Pond.
Lane's, also calling on other acquaintH. C. Bacon has been drawn traverse ances and friends in town.
j Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Toung of North
juryman for the May term.
The Union school is in charge of tason visited hie mother, Mr·. Anna C.
ïoung, last week.
tfellie Leighton of Woodfords.
Mr. Vernal W. Bate· of New Haven,
William Bennett of East Boston visited
I Jonn., arrived in town last week for a
it George Coffin's last week.
ihort visit with his parents, Mr. and
Smelts are running in Indian and
! lire. L. C. Bites.
int's Ponds. m

Lovejoy, which terminated fatally
tanday evening.

Mice

find*; mt 10:4δ a.

m.
I
reeks ago.
Mn. H. R. Batcheller returned last
Schools opened Monday.
and
a visit to Massachusetts
Marie Wight, who has been with her
New type, fast pre····, electric week from
Job Ρμ*τε» β
and
low
prtoe·
power, experienced workmen
ather, W. Scott Wight, this winter while
combine to make this department of our boatbu.ln-a «
ιβ has been teaching music, will remain
nesa complete and popular.
promisee to be better than ever before. , or the present in Houlton.
euoimer
While nearly all our
the
Epworth
Thursday evening,
SUHLE COPIES.
residents are to return, at
1 league and M. E. society gave their pascento
single Copte· of the Democrat are four
families have already eogaged houses ,
a
reception in
or, Rev. Mr. Schoonover,
each. They will be mailed on receipt of prtoe by
here for the coming ««on·
of his return for another
1 «cognition
ihe publishers or for the convenience of patron·
Thome
The many friends here of the Thorne rear.
jingle copie· of each iMue have been placed on
•ale at the following place· In the County :
who spent several seasons at
familT
Mrs. J. C. Billings received notice of
ShurtleE's Drug Store.
South Pari·,
borat, will b. pte-ad
1 1er father's death in Farmington SaturNorway,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
this
summer.
here
to
return
are
they
She went Monday to at, lay afternoon.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Mr. Thome was for many years tas hi
A Ifred Cole, Poetmaaler.
Buckfleld.
, end the funeral, returning Wednesday.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Offlee.
Pari· BUI,
of the Mellon National Bank of I itts-1
Thursday afternoon the Ladies' Club
Samuel T. White.
West Pari·.
burg. The family now reside in Mercer, , net with Mrs. Hiram Bean. At six
P. A. Sburtleff A Co.
1
('clock a most appetizing supper was
F. Shaw is looking quite happy , erved
by the ladies, and in the evening
x
Events.
Coming
and receiving the congratulations of L short but pleasing programme was
upon the arrival ol a daughter.
;iven by the "club. The hospitality of
at L|
There will be a social dance
May T.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
jr. and Mrs. Bean was
ers.

C°TrtCmm.r

NHW

Academy Hall next Saturday evening.
The directors of the Paris Β'
"?

ADVKHT1SEMENTS.

Carriage Umbrella·.
Pythian RulMIng Association.
Rights.

2d,

Ust week

Bu.tt.il, »od

"«.«Ml.

CurXZema

u

Here and There.

f1·"·
Mulmliad.

Mr.andMra.
pelasant experience

not altogether
their way home

Parker's Hair Balsam.

Arapahoe,

on

what are we going to do about
it:' The Standard Oil Co. is legally
liable to tines which may aggregate
nearly thirty million dollars, but if they
are imposed the company will take it
out of the public in the increased price
of oil. And the same people who kick
if the trusts are not prosecuted to the
limit will kicV if the trusts are "soaked" and soak the public in turn.

exception.

a

Charles G. Hill leaves April 28th for
Detroit, Mich., and will pass the sum·

ΈΞΆμ*

taxes.

HIOURAPHT, ETC.

church.
Ko*e« and pinks, Mr. and Mrs.
Wtnim, Mr and Mr·. Wm. Lurvey.
White pinks, S. B. R. Club.
Callaa, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Buck.

single

Frevmin

The Democrat joins in the general congratulations extended to Brother Pilsbnry, and hopes to read his work for The remains were taken to Norway for
interment.
many more years to come.
Mr. and Mrs. Uarriman of Oxford
The Farmer and the Seed Law.
and Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Wyman of WoodMany of your readers have doubtless stock were in town Thursday, called
received bulletin 138 of the Maine Agri- here to attend the funeral of Mrs. F. J.
cultural Experiment Station. This bul- Brown.
Mrs. Mary J. Pulsifer, who has been
letin contains the analyses of the seeds
which were collected by the inspector in spending the winter with Mrs. F. L.
1906 and shows that there was a great Wyuian, has returned to her home.
Geo. Packard went to Sumner Thurschoice in the kinds of seeds which were
sold, some of them being very good and day to take oharge of a mill for Ν. E.
of BuckSeld.
Morrill
others of them exceeding poor. The
Florence Farrar has gone to Strickquestion may naturally arise in the mind
of a Maine farmer. How ara I to get any land's Ferry to visit friends.
Deacon Moses Dow is having a telebenefit from the seed inspection? The
benefit may come in two ways.
phone put into his house.
Mrs. H. S. Robertson went to BuckThe published analyse· of the seeds
will doubtless, as in the case of fertilizers Held Tuesday and took dinner with Miss
and feeding stuffs, have a tendency to Sarah Barrett
Patriots' Day was observed by the W.
drive the cheaper and poorer seeds out
Quit· a company gathered in
of the market. This will come without R. Corps.
any effort on the part of the farmer, but the Universalist vestry. The meeting
was
will come slowly and may be a matter of
opened with music, Scripture reading and prayer/then followed recitations
years.
A farmer can, however, get immediate by the children also a flag exercise by
benefit from the law if he will take the four boys. Home made candy waa servtrouble to observe that the agricultural ed. While the candy was being disposseeds which he buys are properly guar- ed of two odd looking characters, an old
anteed as to purity. Selling seeda under man and woman, appeared, and told of
guarantee of purity will very speedily re- their funnv adventure·. Thia laughable
sult in practical benefit to the user of act closed the exercises.
There will be a dinner in the vestry
seeds provided he cooperates with the
Director of the Experiment Station in May day to raise funds to buy books for
seeing that dealers thoroughly comply the library. Dinner will be on the same
with the requirements of the law. Saut- plan as the circle dinner·. Our art
oies of seeds are examined free and as gallery will be open to the inspection of
speedily as possible by the Experiment all for the small sum of δ. cents.
Station provided they are taken in accordance with directions furnished by
Northwest Bethel.
the Station. At the present time the
Sylvanus Maaon has so far reoovered
Experiment station has an inspector devoting his whole time to seeing that this from bis long sickness as to be able to
law is complied with, bnt if the sower is K*t oot of doors on sunny daya. Mr.
to get immediate benefit he must assist. j Mason is nearly 83 years of age and has
Chas. D. Wool».
I never been kept in tbe house by illnee*
before since be was seventeen years old.
Director.
R. L. Bena«tta!»d son Roy have gone
Orono, April 20, 1907.
to Livermore Falls, Ν. H., to work on
Philip Davis of Bridgtua, sged 17, the cars there.
died in the hospital at Lewiston Thurs- I School Is in progress with Miss Florday from injuries received March β while ence Twitchell as teacher.
People about her· have been looking
hunting foxes in the. wooda between
Asa Howard
Lancaster and Guildhall, Ν. H., with 'for brown tail moths.
found
one of their nsets on η plum tree,
Edward Chase, with wboa he lived ^
while attending school in Lancaster. but no others have been found aa hr as I
Just as Mr. Chase fired at a fox, Davis know.
L. A. Sumner is at work on White
Jumped np almost in front of him and
Brook for Quo. Leigh ton·
reoeived the ο barge.

I

_
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June let.

"Some

a

tpoet.

ses-1

Mr. and Mrs. Harold McGorman of
Jefferson, Ν. H., are visiting at Will

senile

a

«mile

Where

ile

wagons' win buuu u« ruumug.
A boarding bouse is much needed in
this village.
Alaneon Tyler has left the mill and
gone on the road as a canvassing agent
II. W. Dennison & Co. are having a
big trade in grain, meal and feed.
No one has yet reported the finding of
a brown-tail moth nest in this vicinity.
Miss Florence Skillings is again teaching in the Flat district, where she gave
good satisfaction last year.
The rain of Tuesday night and Wednesday was gladly welcomed, and riverdrivers now nave employment
Remnants of huge winter enow drifts
still remain in fields, pastures and high-

ways.
My lee O'Reilly is not yet able to return
to his work In the railway station, and is
sadly missed by his numerous friends.
There has been a copious flow of saccharine fluid from maple trees this
month, and the boiled-down sweetness
has been quite plentiful in the stores.
Miss Gwèndolyn Stearns, daughter of
tbe well-known Grover Hill newepaper
correspondent, is teaching tbe spring
term of school in this village.

Dickvale.

Geo. S. Smith had an auction

and sold part of his stock, also
tbe household furniture, etc.

was

a

April

20

part of

honored member.

ityles,

50 and

.$3

Mrs. David Colee is quite poorly.
Hebron.
C. F. Silver visited at H. A. SturteVivian Bearce has gone to Bethel to
v.int's recently.
coach Gould Academy base ball team.
Llewellyn Poland has hired Ε. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Hylan have moved to
Philbrick to cut cord wood.
Waterville where Mr. Hylan has a posiG. C. Morrill visited relatives in Dicktion as coachman to Mr. Stobie.
vale one day last week.
It looks a· though the sugar season
Charlie Abbott has moved his family
was over for this year and as far as we
to Abington, Mass., where they used to
learned it baa been a good one.
live. Their many friends hate to have fcave
Scott Bearce made over 100 gallons ol
them leave town.
syrup, and Ansel Bowman 125 gallons.
Mrs. Bowman has made over 150 pounds
Sumner.
^Eaat
of sugar and any one who has ever run
The Royal Novelty Co. gave a very up sugar will know something about her
clean, good exhibition here last week, work. We have had no report from
aud tbe troupe were very gentlemanly other syrup maker· but large orobardi
in their acts and deportment and gave have been tapped.
excellent satisfaction.
J. L. Bumpua' little girls have made
Buckfield Grangers visited Union nine gallon· of syrup from 13 '.arge shade
trees.
Grange by invitation on Saturday.
Bisbee's mill is running night and day
New· oame last week from Dr. Fred
and the big pile of logs is fast being Bowman of Duluth, Minn., of the death
cut out.
of hi· wife. Dr. Bowman was born in
Very little work as yet on the farm· Hebron and haa a brother and aister livand evidently the spring of 1907 will· ing here, besides other relatives.
not be cited as an early one.
Denmark.
The P. Λ R. F. R. R. will soon be
Mr. Auguatine Ingalls and Dudley S.
operated by the M. C. R. R. Co. and it
is hoped tbe old train men will continue. Perkins have purchased the Ezra Davis
farm, and it is reported that Mrs. Davis
will sell the personal property at auotion
North ParU.
and will return to the West.
R. T. Flavin has been painting at R.
Mr·. Henry Harnden, whose health is
B. Nevers'.
will go to Brownfield and
Mrs. Grover of East Stoneham visited very poor,
with her ·οη Harry for a little
ber son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Will •top
if
her health does not imwhile, and
Grover, recently.
will go West.
prove
of
E.
L.
Mr.
Clayton
Fryeburg, agent The spring term of sohool will begin
for tbe New England Homestead, was in,
Tuesday, the 80th.
this section last week.
Mr. Elwood Pingree has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Will Grover have left
friend· in Washington, D. C., the past
their farm for the anmmer. Mr. Grover
and his wife I· now there with her
will work in a mill at North Waterford week,
Mr. 8. G. Davis.
and Mrs. Grover will stay with her father,

40c. per

quality.
lady

a

at our main

Wednesday,

pound.

In

fancy

box^s:

50 and 60
25 and 30

Half pounds

at

cents

each.

cents each.

Be sure and
Also various kinds in 5 and 10 cent packages.
the
dates,
Remember
April 29 and 30
attend this demonstration.
store.
and May 1 at our main

$300

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores,

F.

A.

{ ZSim [Maine.
F.

BHTIBTLEFF * CO.

A.

SHURTLEFF A

CO.

—-

Block, Norway, Maine,

House

Opera

Telephone 118*8.

I have

a

fine line of the

carriage

back of the seat.

$5.00.
straight

No trouble to show you
All

Hats.

our

vited to
MRS.

are

wood handle

which

AMERICAN LAW,

Mambrino

8 in 2 30 list.

2.22

1-4

By Chimes, 2.30 3-4.

2.0.Ή; SHADOW
CHIMES, 2 05; THE MONK, 2.05 3-4;
FANTASY, 2.06, with 8 in the 2.10 list.

Sire of THE ABBOTT,

King,

Village

and
It will pay you to breed to tbe Stallion that has substance, beauty
baa the qualities of a rightful inheritance.

MOUNTAIN
SOUTH

privileges.

PARIS,

FARM,

We have other styles but mention
only these two styles. Try a pair
and you will wear no other make.

May 1,1926.

Papers

Telephone

are now

APRIC 26, 27 and 29, '07.
On the above dates we shall
offer our entire large stock of

muslin night robes and skirts
for 90 cents on the dollar. This
is a fine opportunity to fit your-

ready for in-

spection.
Call and

see

selection.

them *nd 'et

u>

help

If you cannot call let

your house.

Samples

sent

you in

us

by

making

mail

on

CASTORIA imrtrtiXM**
1

Ajvsis iNclit

MAIN'S.

*

for the

request.

KARKHT ■QUAHB,
PARI*.

selves out in these

a

send the books

N. Dayton Bolster k CoJ
MOUTH

Ι0β-3.

Sale *=

*

spring line of Wall

new

I

17*20

Hangings.

New

;urnleher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

DENISON & FARNSWORTH,
CASTORIA ι»»*·"·»*·.
T1» KM Yh H»i Alwin Îwflt

F. PLUMMER,

J.

St., Boston.

j

Price $3.00.

MAINE.

4 Per Cent.

Ω4 TVT11K

our

THE RUSSETT GRAIN BLUCHER. JUST
THE BOOT FOR HEAVY, HARD USAGE.

Rumford, Me., Bonds.
Due

in

Price $4.50.

Address

VIEW

just placed

strong and aervicable.

and

Terme, $20 for tbe season
with the usual return

have

THE TAN WATERPROOF, CALF, BALMORAL, BELLOWS TONGUE, 10 INCH
HIGH, i-7 DOUBLE SOLE, HAND NAILIs
This is a shoe made to stand water.
ED.

Farm

speed

we

stock is a great addition to our line
and is one of the most serviceable
shoes made. Good leather and good
workmanship are the two causes that
have produced this wonderful shoe.

Dam, Florence Chimes,

AMERICAN LAW carries, the blood lines that have made
famous.

«

Maino.

Norway,

The Bass Shoe

South Paris, Maine.

25 in 2.30 liât.

umbrellas with

FAVOR, ÏÏZtHJfoM™"

OX Main St.·

E. A. HOWE,

(2.12, t; 2.05 3-4, p.)
World's champion double-waited Stallion,

grades,
cheaper wagon
for $1.75.

I have three

that

jointed iron standard
$3.50, $4 00 and

store.

our

Sire, Hair-at-Law,

large carriage umbrellas

with the

I also have the

JAMES N.

in-

UMBRtiLLAb.

CARRIAGE
attach to tKe

IfeaKM Yn

and

Pounds at

$4.00

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

eo

CO.

FREE
To demonstrate the merits of these goods, give out
This new brand
to all who wish to purchase.
Τ he price
of candy w proving very popular wherever introduced.
bulk
in
kinds
the
goods it
leading
is within the reach of all. All

Suit Cases.

to

A

βΠΓΒΤΧΕΚΚ

SAMPLES and sell

what
Every kind is a bargain. Remember you en find
We carry one of the largest lines of all kinds of
here.
want
you
footwear in the State. Also a good line of Trunks, Bags and

Our

Norway.

29, 30, and MAY i,

one.

with her mother.

Patronage?

F. Α.

CO.

A.

Tuesday
Monday,APRIL

$2 50
$3 00
$1.50 and $1 25

CENTURY,

Other Lines for

By

surely

store on

ioned kind.
Bert W. Brackett has sold his horsei
to Ν. T. Fox or exchanged them for t

Mason.

BELTS that will

The firm making these chocolates will have

WELLESLEY,

streets and stores.

plain bottoms.

Revere Chocolates.

all kinds of leather.

NEW

JERSEYS,

A new line of extra fine

SOROSIS,
EVANGELINE,

surveyed.
Henry B. Severance went to Massa
cbnsetts Tuesday on account of thi
death of his brother, Freeman Severance,
who we understand died very suddenly,
Briggs, the miller, is confined to the
house with measles, the good old-fash-

McGorman's and Dana Berry's.
Mrs. Hannah E. Green, who is staying
with her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Walker,
for a time, is quite ill with a cold.
Waldo T. Brown passed away at 6:30
The cause
p. Hi, the 23d, aged about 72.
valvular disease of the parents at Lovell.
of death waa
Boys can enjoy themselves playing
Fred Wing of Sumner has been at
heart. He leaves one daughter, Louise
ball mueh better if they have a base ball
Andrews'.
M. Funeral ser?ioes will be held at th* work at A D.
Fred Lowe has had an attaok of lum- snit We have a bargain in a suit, cap
bouse at 10 Friday under oharge of Mt.
and belt for only 91. Cheapest play
Tlrem Lodge, F. and A. M., of which he bago.
suit yo« oaa boy. t. H. Noyes Co.
C. ▲. Churohlll has lost a hone.
iras an

P. A. SHUHTLEFF

All
line to show you this season.
We know we can suit you.

splendid

with

MMi

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.
a

some

$6.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

DAVI5, South Paris, Maine.

We have

with knickerbccker bottoms and

to

F. H. NOYES CO.

anytime.

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

W. Ο. Brown and wife are at home
from Boston where the; have spent the
winter.
C. K. Chapman and 0. C. Eaetmar
have sold the pine timber bought bj
them in Brownfield last fall to the East
em Dynamite Co. of Sebago Lake.
Dr. Hubbard is gradually recovering
from his illness.
Plenty of water for driving the logs.
The logs in Upper Kezar are being

A few emelts are being taken at Mill
Brook.
Alexander Laroque has sold his cows,
horse, and other stock and will worl
away from his farm during the summer
Mr. Seth Hutchins, who broke his leg
in the winter, is able to be about tb<

trousers

17 years, in knee suits.

to

Can We Not Have Your

your

served.

He has
W. H. Mason of Norway was called t<
moved to Monmouth where he has work town the
past week by the sickness ol
on a farm.
his father, H. Q. Mason.
J. R. Morrill, who was badly injured
Mr·. W. H. Mason ia stopping witl
while sawing wood with horse power, is
her daughter, Mr·. Douglas CuBhing.
can
be
as
as
well
expected.
doing
Eli A. Grover has bought a new farn
Our school is under the instruction of
wagon.
Miss Gladys Davie.
The sick ones are all on the gain.
R. S. Tracy has a medium-sized sheep
The long-looked for water has arrived,
that recently dropped a pair of lambs
and the drivers are busy and the timbei
2
lbs.
ounces.
that tipped the beam at 18
is moving finely.
They are grade Oxford Downs.
£. G. Child has sold his Holstein cows
North Buckfleld.
and bought Jersey and Guernsey cows.
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldronhas been visit
There is lots of snow in the road yet
ing at J. F. Bicknell's the past week.
for a rural delivery man to ride over,
Miss Laura Sturtevant of Hebron is at
April 26th.
B. F. Heald'* helping care for Misi
Maggie Heald, who is slowly recovering
East Brownfleld.
from a severe attack of the measles,
at
held
a
Circle
supper
Congregational
Helen Heald also has the measles.
Bradbury Hall last Wednesdiy evening.
The postmaster in this place has reof Portland
The William Leavitts
ceived notice that the post office will be
spent last week at their summer home discontinued after May
1st. A. F,
here.
Mason has beeu postmaster nearly thirtyHannah Stickney and family bave gone two
years.
tu Mebago for the summer.
School began the 22J. Miss Mary
Walter Boynton is at F. R. Bradbury's.
Foster as teacher.
There are about sixty students in
Althea Stetson and Eola Swallow have
this
Bean Memorial School
year.
resumed their studies at Buckfield and
Fred Richardson and family have movare rooming with Miss Sarah Barrett.
ed from this village.
and daughtei
Heald
Mrs. Jennie
Carolyn have returned from Sumner,
Sumner.
where they have been spending a week
Alvin Doten of Turner was in town

recently.

Some

—

new

buying only

$1.50

Knee Suits at

50 per cent, more pleasant, and 25 to 100 per
Until
cent more profitable by using a Sharpies Tabular Cream Separator.
It akims
difference it makes.
you try the Tubular, you can't imagine the
around
the milk immediately after milking—there's no milk standing
The Tubular is so simple and convenient.
no cans or pans to wash.
husband and let me take a Tubular apart for you.
with

the

of OUR

included in our assortment of ages from 3
Youths' suits, 14 to 19 years.

Loveii.

•Ingle

prices

are

Ask your husband to make the dairy
work 50 per cent, easier, 50 per cent, neater,

gationalist chapel Sunday evening.
Quimby Millett bas lost a horse.

"Devil

α

Brtdgton.

one

"Then sing aloud the gushing rill·
In joy that they again are free.
And brightly leaping down the hill·,
Kenew their journey to tbe eea."

drover.
We remember well the leading events
connected with the murder in question,
also the poem, and if not much mistaken
it was written by Orison Drake, who
lived at that time, and was something of

No. 4—Blanche J. Farwell.
No. 5—Peart Wilson.
No. 7—Msude Weatworth.
No. 10—Grammar, If ay Knight of
N··. 10—Primary, Ida Holt.
No. lV-Carrle L. Plummer.

t,

good quality, style and
MEN'S CLOTHING applies

The Widow Jones, Samson and
Little Qiant Brands

women

T. M.

Suits.

new

have said about the

we

An Easier Time.

Come

you

interest the

to

well to OUR BOYS' SUITS.
are
We
just as careful in our selections,
he best of the leading makes.

qually as

fairly groan under too
How many despair of ever getting through washing milk things. How'many
say, "Oh, if I only had fewer pans, crocks and
cans to wash, I could read, write or sew more,
or even take a little rest each day.

How many
much work.

want

we

FURNISHINGS, HATS, CAPS,
please the boy.

Easier for Women.

cipal

Through the window pane,
Yet a cloud, the while,
Frown· Its sombre frown,
Drops Its srolden rain
On the burrows brown.
Tble Is April fleet,
With the flying feet.
Flvlng smile and tear,
Mingled eon* and sigh,
Welcome, April, dear!
Welcome—and good byel"

_

[

East Waterford.
All but two of the schools are in
lion with the following teachers:
No. %— Iterate J. YouBir.
No. S—Kl·te Hoffman of Woodford·.

Sunihlne Gone
Vannab
To,
Alice E. Harden.
Cora D. Lurvey.
Reading
Character eong In coetume, Polly Prim.
Madge and Ivan Tuell.
(Alio clog dance by Master Ivan.)
Ml·· Rub ν 8mlth.
Reading,
Mr. Emereon Curtis.
Reading
In
a
Servant.
Want
of
Farce,
Maude Tuell.
Reading
\

Charles Durell has a position as prinof a school in Hingham, Mass.
Rev. W. T. Chapman and wife, A. S.
Holden and wife, G. H. Jones and wife
and others from this place attended the
M. E. conference at Auburn. Mr. Chapman will move to Portland and E. L.
Farneworth has been appointed to Oxford and Welchville.
Miss Alfreda Brewster was here or
Sunday and spoke in the interest of the
W. C. T. U. at the Advent cbapel and
to the Y. P. S. C. E. at the Congre

West Bethel.

about Lieut. Peary getting there this
time? One thing is certain, whatever wjs
may think of his wisdom in trying to
reach that place, all must admit that his
courage and perseverance never were excelled by any navigator, ancient or
modem, not excepting Noah or Columbus.
Ε. H. Morgan has been on a two days1
▼isit at the Bennett place and just returned home. There is no prospect that
he will ever see again with his diseased
eye, while the other has nearly regained
its normal condition. When the disease
first attacked them he was nearly blind
in both eyes, and in the meantime they
Mr. Morgan went
were very painful.
smelt fishing with another man last evening and caught enough for one square
meal.
Floyd Morgan and his brother-in-law
made a flying visit to South Paris and
Norway last week, and while there called on Frank Bennett, who sent a large,
seedless sweet orange to each member of
the family, old and young, great and
email. How nice to be remembered by
friends! then we know who they are.
acLast Tuesday, Ida
Morgan,
companied by another young lady, visited her sister, Mre. Herbert King, and returned the same day, making the total
distance traveled not less than nine
miles, and all the way on foot. How is
that for traveling when it is considered
that the roads much of the way are in
rather bad condition?
Frank Brooks now goes with a wounded finger on his left hand in consequence
of its coming in contact with a circular
raw, which did a quick and fine job by
splitting it opeu to the first joint. Mr.
Brooke is about starting on a visit to bis
eister, Mrs. Amos Barnett, of Oxford,
after which he intends to move back on
to his farm.
We were somewhat acquainted with
Reuben Rand, who died recently at
Locke's Mills. He owned the mill in
Milton where Charles Harding was killed
nearly 20 years ago, and in an interview
with him last fall he told us all that was
known in regard to that fatal accident.
Little did we then think that his own I
name would go on to our death record
before the end of another April.
Thanka to our cousin, Mrs. C. M.
Howard, of West Minot, for a copy of
the Lewiston Evening Journal of April
10. It contains two marked articles, the
first being a cartoon entitled, "The Man
of the Hour," followed by a 12-line
poem which explains who- "The man of
the hour'1 really is—Daniel McMaster of
Rumford Falls. Both the cartoon and
poem are well calculated to create a
smile, and that is probably what they
were made for.
The other is a much longer poem, sent
to the Journal on the Coolidge murder,
which occurred in Waterville some 00
years ago. The person who sent it says
it is not known who wrote the poem, but
himself,
is supposed to be Coolidge
while in hi· prison cell awaiting trial for

Edward Mathews,

of other kinds can be seen at onr store
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NTorway, Maine.

escaped injury.

Miss Lida Hall of Rumford Falls la
visiting at Mrs. Eliza Curtis'.
The anniversary of Odd Fellowship
was observed at Centennial Hall as
ned, on last Friday evening, and although the weather was unfavorable
there was quite a large attendance.
There was a nice entertainment consisting of familiar songs by the audience,
some finely arranged tableaux, etc. The
rest of the programme was as follows:
Rev. I. 9. Macduff.
1. Adilreif,
fs And a Little Child Sh ill Lead
Harris
Them.
»
s„„„
)
ι·

toys concerning their

telling

have been

we

now

Youths' Suits at $5 up to $12.

Wm. CLeavitt Co.,

Mr. James Abbott of North Paris bad

lumber at his mill. Moet of the lumber
for (iuinby Perham'e new barn has been 5.
cut at this mill. This barn will be when 0.
completed one of the largest in town and 7.8.
Alton
will bave every convenience.
Bacon will superintend the carpenter Refreshments of ice cream
the
frame
on
to
intends
work and
begin
Oxford.

good surplus besides. But, as everybody knows, or ought to, trees standing
on a south cant of land are ready for
tapping a week or two earlier than those
on lana inclining towards the north pole.
Speakiog of that much coveted piece
of real estate, what is your opinion

the murder of

I

This analysis was made of paint bought
Government Experiment Station and ia absoultely
sively the Purity of TOWN AND COUNTRY PAINT.—It is The Best.

tie horse frightened the early part of
ast week, and the animal broke away
From the hitching post in front of C.
9. Lane's and ran down the street where
in front of G. A. Smith's store the team
:ollided with two other teams belonging
to A. M. Andrews and Sewell Millett.
Although there were some damages it
was nothing very serious and it»wa* fortunate that some children in the vicinity

Burgess and wife of Shelburue
working for G. Q. Perham.
J. H. Davis and son have had good I
luck in the maple syrup business this I
spring, making over 200 gallon*.
3.
G. L. Cushman bas finished sawing 4.
H. J.

are

G^urk.

lU

I

in the west.
Miss Georgia Crockett is making improvements around her residence, grading up from the street through the drivej
way in front of the house.
In 1W06 the ice commenced to break up I
in the pond April 24th. This year it
was very solid on that date, with the
prospect of remaining to the latest date !
for many years.
The selectmen are in session this week
<it the borne of the chairman making I!

M%.W,rhOftheC.bUge
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Sla· Jewell'»
Su

Clark, W. C. : A not·: tors of My Children.
Helen : Storv of My Life.
Montaua now has in force a law for- Keller,
KUke, John : The Unseen World.
of
all
and
In
the
John:
Civil Government
gambling
games
Klske,
bidding
Unlte<l State*.
chance. Think of It. Montana, the
Fortune.
of
Good
:
The
Children
C.
last stronghold of the mining camp cult, Henderson,
LeGalllenne, R. : How to Get the Beit Out
of Books.
becoming so much like the effete East.
Warren, S. Edward : The Sunday Q uestlun.
The annual meeting of the Sumner
Λυΐββ anu queries cans aiieuuoa m
and Paris Telephone and Telegraph Co.
the fact that withfn a hundred years the
was held March 30, l!O7, in the Forbes
wearing of trousers was regarded as so school house. The treasurer's report
forbidden
it
was
that
by showed a balance of $72.10 in the treasirreligious
certain church and college regulations:
were
officers
The following
but no information is given as to whether ury.
elected:
those forbidden to wear trousers were
President—A. E. I»e n.
expected to appear in skirts, or make Treasurer—A. L. Abbott.
their appearance without—that is, in
Clerk—A. P. Stearns.
Line Supt —A. H. Curtis.
the altogether.
Olrec or·—A. K. Dean, Howard Mc A lister.
Ο Chase, A.M. Ryerson.J. S. Dudley, J.
Geo
Fifty Years of Newspaper Work. H. iSlllngwood, Fnnk Bennett.
A. P. Steabns, Clerk.
In the last issue of the Belfast Republican Journal, the editor, Charles A.
West Sumner.
Pilsbury, lays aside enough of his native
modesty to indulge in a column and a
Mrs. Theresa P., wife of Frank J.
half headed "Somewhat Personal," with
the 23d, after being
The occasion Brown, passed away
a portrait of the writer.
She is
ill a few weeks with grippe.
of this is the arrival of the fiftieth ansurvived by a husband, one daughter,
of
bis
of
the
writing
beginning
niversary
Mrs. Maud Barrows, and three grandfor the press. It was not long after this
children, Annie, Bertha and Guy B.trbeginning that he settled down to regu- rows. Another daughter, Mrs. Ira Harlar editorial work, his fifty years of it inrington, died a few years ago and a son
cluding ten years in Washington, and died in infancy.
Mrs. Brown wae a
twenty-eight years on the Republican true Christian woman and was held in
Journal. Of this paper, by the way, he
esteem by a wide circle of friends
is likely to continue in charge for many high
bv whom she will be greatly missed.
years yet.
She was prominent in the social life of
Brother Pilsbury, though bis boyish
this village being a member of the Reinclinations tended in otber directions,
lief Corps, Grange, S. B. Reading Club,
Even on a
seems to be a born writer.
and West Sumner Library Association.
pleasure excursion, about the second She had been a member of the Norway
day be takes advantage of the first lull in
church 39 years. Funeral
the proceedings to begin making copy. Congregational
services were held at the house ThursIt is unnecessary to say, even for the
day
at 10:30. Rev. B. S. Rldeout was the
benefit of those not acquainted with the
officiating clergyman. A brief service
Journal, that for the past twenty-eight was also held
by the Relief Corps. The
years he has made a good paper. Mr. Horal tributes were
many and beautiful.
Blaine publicly said that it was the best
Among them we noticed:
weekly in Maine; and while his brother
Upright piece on pedestal. W. R. Corps.
editors, who are to an extent expert
Pillow, "Wife." r. J. Brown.
judges in the matter, may not exactly Large cluster of red and white pinks, Mr. and
ft. C. Barrows.
Mrs.
in
the
use
of
the
superlative
approve
Pink and white roses. Norway Congregational
that declaration, few of them would feel
than

building)
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The career of Attorney Dei m as in the
Thaw trial is very much like that of the
proverbial rocket. At one time early in
the trial he was bailed in the press as
almost a demigod. Now that the trial
is over, and he failed to get his client
acquitted, hardly a paper in the land has
refrained from giving him a kick and
telling how be mismanaged the case.

more

[>f Stark, Ν. H.
Albert Ruse has commonced
liis new house. Frank Sweetzir is assisting him.

toSSl.*

Well,

make

MIDDLE INTERVALS.

her^baK,
officeJM

of the steamer
Larchmont which took a hundred people down with her, it is possible to lay
the blame on the pilot, who is dead. In
reporting upon the matter, the United
States inspectors, while they exonerate
Captain McYey from blame, say they
can not commend bis subsequent action
This is someor approve his conduct.
how a reminder of the woman who said
she wasn't any better; perhaps she
wasn't quite so bad, but she certainly
wasn't any better.

inclined to

Among the visitors in town this week
Mary Milliken and Mary Plummer
jf Portland, John
Hickey, Fannie I
llickoy and Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Hickey
were

damag^

case

iw.uu

in open market by the North Dakota
disinterested.
Proving conclu-

Bry-1

they have won many warm
during their stay with their
, laughter, Mrs. E. C. Park.

, there
I riends

The Clyde line steamwhich they came from

9.80
2.10

I

The Carters have shipped their potaJacksonville to New York. was d.sabled , oes to Berlin and had ashes shipped
y 11 >ack for the improvement of their farm.
by the breaking of a shaft, and
were delayed, being live days ac tive
Mr. Orlando Buck's baby has been
1 tick.
nights on the trip which
a
wile,
but three. They lay at anchor
Charles Kimball has been here to visit
and were finally towed in by some of I, elatives and friends.
the other boats of the
Ex-Governor Perham's tribute retion being kept up by means of wireless ninds us of his presence at Gould
telegraphy· There was a report hat Academy reunion some years ago, where
oth«r-1 ] ie said he was a schoolmate of Capt.
the steamer had been
wise than by the breaking of
flenry Packard and his brother,IStephen
and the passengers say they knew tue Packard, and about of an age.
Florence Kimball recently visited her
pumps were running; but the
B.
Louisa
saving that the shaft waeprob-l· iged^grandmother, Mrs.
tba propeller .trik « Packard, who is nearly 90 years of age,
some submerged wreckage or somel nng ind until recently could read and sew
else did not admit any further damage. without the aid of glasses. She can reMrs' Jackson and Dr. and Mrs. Aldrich member when she with her sister Polly
»» nilked cows and cared for sheep in their
» «»· »»
«tearoer, but mis«ed It by accident, »nd jarly years at South Paris, where her
came by train instead.
father, Joseph Penley, settled and clearBertCibbs has bought out the black-1 »d up a farm, and first lived ig a log
smith business formerly conducted by bouse for some time, but at last became
Ernest Churchill at the NeweU sh-.p. juite a wealthy man. Now nearly all
and has hired Henry Kerr ofSouth »ns ire dead. One old soldier, Charles, and
who will attend to the n^eds of pairons jne minister of the Gospel, Francis, surin want of horseshoeing and jobblng. vive, and the widow of the late Capt. G.
Mr. Kerr is an experienced blacksmith C. Pratt, Mrs. Sarah T. Pratt, the widow
and a good workman. Mr. Gibbs wil
af the late Stephen Packard, Jr., being
employ him during the summer and the oldest.
is
no
reason
There
trade.
the
why
toaro
the «hop should not do a good business.
Greenwood.
The following books have been added
Speaking of the proper season for tapt., the public library at Hamlin Meping trees, it is generally claimed that
morial Hall:
the favored time is when the weather beFICTION.
comes warm enough to cause the sap to
AlooU L.M.: l.lttle Women.
How as though it meant business, without any particular regard to the name of
tbe month. But one old lady, who had
Burnham'. C. L.: The Right Princess.
ideas of her own, used to say that no
matter how favorable the weather might
Story-Book.
Κ H.: Queen Silver fcll.
appear to be in February or March, trees
Parish.
! □ever ought to be tapped until April,
and then they will run all that is good
; for their health.
A few mornings ago, after a sharp
NUnon. A. E. W.: The Four KeWhers.
McCutcheou, G. B. : Bever y of
frosty night, we concluded to test the
»\»\λ
Anion* tne *ur irauen».
old lady's theory by tapping one tree,
and sure enough it wae found to be
more than half correct ; it furnished all

er

It is rather dull timee for news since
the Thaw trial ended, and a man who
asserts that he has discovered a new
principle in the matter of fuel, by which
ne gets almost unlimited heat from a
peculiar combination of coal ashes and
combustibles, has had considerable attention paid him by the newspapers
It is unneiossary to possess any extensive scientific knowledge to know that
the thing is unquestionably a fake, but
there are some of us who are old enough
tu remember when even more attention
wxs given to the Keeley motor.

Fortunately in the

|i

residence, came Saturday.
I ] Portland.
Mr and Mrs Ο A. Maxim and Dr
Mr. and Mrs. S. Porter Stearns have
and Mrs. Aldrich, who have
ι eturned to their home in South Paris,
winter in Florida, arrived lionne
1 rhey will be much missed in Bethel
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson came
ôf

Freedom Notice.
Household Uood· for Sale.
Petition for Pole
Kor Sale.
You Can Find.
For Sate.

present.
Quite a number of

11

fully appreciated

horses were shipped
Association will meet with Miss ρ 4.
Bethel station Friday, for
, rom the
Andrews Wednesday afternoon
, >arties down the line.
Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Case have
The rain has brought the tributaries
been at the Hill a few days, directhiK >f the river to the "driving pitch," and
the work of remodeling the ForD?*l]
on to
arge numbers of men have gone
Their son, Charles C. Case, who L he drive.
house
summer
a
house
for
the
wm occupy
Mr. J. U. Purington spent Friday in

Eye Care.
A Nation of Cripple·.
Don't Die at 45.
Right Breathing Cures Catarrh
The Blue Store*.
Ratler for Women.
Uood Looking Style.
Suit» and Coats.

Honey Bees.

I, >y all

few weeks

Clothing,

Men's

I ibout our

88.10

100.00

100 00

I;

"Ernest

Sends

READ THE ANALYSIS BELOW WHICH IS AUTHORITY.
Fluid Portion
White Lead
f 49.12
f 50.18
Linseed Oil
No.! .46
.68
No. J
Lead Sulphate
181 1 49 69
Zinc Oxide
Turpentine and Drier
180] 48.78
....
Water
Undetermined
[ .73
[ .36

I

giro

The Blue Stores Want Your
Boys' Clothing Trade.
During the past

Harrison's Town 1 Country
Is Pure Paint.

|

P»j· jm j
for^r
leMtJhr®®

*

BEST?

THE

11

Mxa. Ο. M. Mason bas returned to
lerhome in Betbel, having spent several
nontbs in Vermont caring for her aged
'ather, whose death occurred a few

PBSB&·bsw»-

IF YOU ARE GOING TO PAINT
WHY NOT USE

•
N

summer.

garments

Our stock of suits costing from $0.98 to $30.00, Coats from
never
$5.Ό up, Wrappers, Hosiery, Table Linens, &c., &c., was
the
in
of
need
in
When
so large and well assorted.
anything
Yours
see
and
truly,
dry goods line call

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.
ABBOTT

BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

jlit 9stwei

ot Romford Fall· was ii 11
Cli*0I1
Sttuocvnt toÎ
A'over
town
Sunday.

Bue Ball.

»

,e Tie'rtng hi· sinter ii
R#^KDi,îlnln ?*etîday·.

SOUTH PARIS.

Bethel for a few

SOl'TH rxai» post omc«.
730 A.H. to 7.30 F.*.
UEAMD TBUNK *AILWÀT.

r>
C.

omceHourt:

A,*hM

south γα.me

BRIDGTON HIGH

10;

PA.BIS HIGH 4.

bue bail team
opened its season Saturday afternoon,
going down in defeat before the team
Paris

n,ret w'th Mr·. S

Ordway Tuesday evening.

Misa Sara Swett returned
from the hospital at Lewiaton.

Commencing Sept. 30,1906,

I

High School

from Bridgton High. The weather and
condition of the ground· were excellent,
and the game, although very loosely
played, was evenly contested and in·
teresting up to the eighth inning. With
so many new men on the team, it was
impossible to tell where to play them all
to the best advantage in the first game,
and it was evident that a few changes in
the make-up of the team would strengthen it.
Of the men playing for the first time
this year, Cutting looked the best to me.
He is cool headed and a natural ball
player and I should like very much to
see him work in an in-field position.
While the poor
support that Clason
received was, no doubt, discouraging to
him, still he was hit very freely throughout the game. The first two times at
the bat be received a base on balls, and
while it was evident that the Bridgton
pitcher intended to pass him the other
times that he batted, he did not seem to
want a base on balls and reaching for
wide ones filed out twice to the outrfield.
The batting of the home team was
much better than the fielding. They
made eight hits, one a double, and eight
of them flied out to the out-field, showing that they hit the ball well. Barrett
led the team with three singles, while L.
Clark had a double and a single to his
credit.
With ι he score 5 to 4 in Bridgton's
favor, Paris went to pieces in the eighth
and allowed their opponents to score
five runs on four errors and three hits.
They were unable to get back any of the
runs in their half of the eighth or ninth

Mondai

Qov. Pet-ham's

NOBWAÎ.

Congressional Service.

Two

freight

Suits and Coats.

DONT OIE AT 45.

trains met head-on on the

Danville Junction
The engines and a few
Tuesday
night.
SOMK OF THE WORK HB DID IX THK
Citizens are cleaning up their front freight cars were derailed, and traffic
was blocked until the middle of the next
NATIONAL HOUSE.
yard· and about their buildings.
The Elm House closed its doors to day. Brakeman R. S. Gad wast of Island
it
is
It
hoped
Pond bad an arm broken, and Fireman
patrons Saturday night.
In conversation with Ex-Governor will soon be
W. S. Nugent of Portland was considerre-opened.
Perham of Maine, who was elected to
The C. 0. Cummings homestead place ably cut and bruised. The engines,
Congress in 1862, be was telling many opposite the Universalist church is numbered 711 and 717, were two of the
stories the other evening about his acthe new piazza.
of the
Grand Trunk

near

CUBE

TUE

WHICH

INDIGESTION

LIABLE TO LEAD TO

18 SO

APOPLEXY.

People who softer with headache, gidThe Suit and Coat Department is filled with excellent bargains in
diness, palpitation, bad taste in the
Our comdistress
after
month, drowsiness,
eating, many different styles, and you will say so when you see them.
and any of the other distressing results
fit
to
line
us
enables
you satisfactorily.
of indigestion, are in serions danger. plete and varied
Their digestive organs cannot care for
thelfood properly and hence the coats of
the blood vessels in the brain get little
nourishment, become brittle, and Anally
with strap·
yield to the fierce blood pressure and ETON SUITS in blue, black and brown, jacket handsomely 'rimmed
and silk braid, fancy vest, collar and cuffs trimmed to correspond, taffeta
one is then said to have a "shock," be
silk lined, 9 gored skirt with two box plaits in front and side plaits at eacb
paralyzed, or die from apoplexy.
$12.50
g earn, for only
In all diseases of indigestion and nutrition the prescription called Mi-o-na
SUITS in fancy checks and mixtures, pony jacket trimmed with band of own
has pro?en itself of great value.
It Is
material, also with soutache braid, fancy vest, "Skinner" satin lined, 13
relira upon today as a certainty to reskirt with box plait in front and clusters of plaits on sides and in
gored
lieve the worst troubles of indigestion
916.50
back,
and make a complete cure.
of self
trimmed with

company's
greatly improved by
largest and newest
Mr. Lincoln. "Mr
Work at the "upper saw mill'1 is in engines, one of them having come over
"was as a rule jovial full blast. Water
enough to do business the road for the first time the Saturday
and pleasant, frequently telling stories with and lots of work to be done.
Private skating rink at New Hall Pri
previous.
a
with
and
gentleman
1
jokes
cracking
The local fishermen are now looking
day evening, May 3d. Last one of thi
who had business with him. Early in forward to the time when the "ice goes
BITTEN BY A SPIDER.
season.
the summer of 1804 when Grant bad ont" of the lakes and ponds.
blood poisoning caused by a
Through
ii
Wilson
is
home.
He
at
A.
George
fought the terrible battle with the Army
Qeo. A. Eennerson is dosing out his spider bite, John Washington of Bo»in
the
businest
employed
telephone
•
of the Potomac down through Virginia, stock in trade at the Otto Schnuer store.
queville, Texas, would have lost his leg,
with headquarters in New Brunswick.
Mr. Lincoln sent me a note one after- He talks of
going into the manufactur- wbicb became a mass of running sores,
White
at
the
to
call
me
noon, requesting
W. W. Payne left Monday morning tc
had he not been persuaded to try Bucking of toys, etc.
House that evening. At that time we
The graduating exercises of class '07, leys Arnica Salve. He writes: "The
j «pend a vacation of two or three weeki
Potomac
the
of
the
knew
that
Army
νβ* " Rumford Fal,e
Norway High, will take place on Thurs- first application relieved, and four boxes
with Orant was moving steadily soQth
Dixfleld
day evening, Juue 6th, at the Opera healed all the sores." Heals every sore.
straps
That Mi-o-na will cure the worst forms ETON SUITS of chiffon Panama in black and blue,
and was achieving some victories. House. The bail will be given on Fri- 25 cents at the
pharmacy of F. A. Shurt- of stomach trouble, cancer excepted,
material and buttons, cuffs and tiat collar trimmed with silk braid, 15 gored
Numerous parties brought in bunchei
While the administration, was furloughnum- leff & Co.
class
The
7th.
June
$15.00
day evening,
skirt with side plaits at each seam,
ot Mayflower buds Sunday afternoon,
and give quick relief in indigestion is
ing every wounded man who'Vas able to ber fourteen as follows:
the season is too late to produce
proven by the guarantee F. ▲. Sburtleff SUITS of extra fine Panama, 27 inch nemi fitted coat, fly front, notched collar, two
Every Woman Will Be Intereeted.
go to his home, we knew that ail the hosAdallne Sara Brett.
blossoms as yet.
If 70a have pain· in the back, Urinary, Blad- & Co. give with every 50-cent box to reFannie Stuart Boynton.
pitals in Washington were very much
1 inch straps down back and under arms, satin lined, 15 gored skirt with
der or Kidney trouble, and wants certain, pleas- fund the money unless Mi-o-na cures. Λ
BesMe Lincoln Chase.
$18.00
over-crowded with desperately wounded
two
box plaits in front and plaited at each seam, good value,
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns, who have
Mother
ant
herb
care
for
woman's
Frost.
ills,
try
Bertha Winona
like this mûst inspire confimen, so much so that thousands of
Australian-Leaf. It is s safe and guarantee
tioldle Delle Frost.
Gray's
Gibson
shoulders
epent the winter in Bethel with their
over
giving
ETON SUITS in fancy mixtures, jacket has plait
dence.
wounded men were cared for under canhome and re-opened
Lucy Viola Froet.
12 ». -leoior Union at 3 * «laughter, returned
We did
effect, two straps in front and back of own material, fancy vest, silk collar
Ruth Georgia Froet.
vas in the city of Washington.
their house here last week.
satin
"Skinner"
and
Y P.C. l.UÎP M.
braid
P.
Kneeland.
with
soutache
buttons,
fancy
and cuffs trimmed
Kalph
not know the extent of our losses but
119.00
George Clark Leavitt.
STATED MlkKTIÎlOe.
A unique poster advertising "The
lining, klitted skirt, very stylish,
assumed them to be very heavy.
A Certain Care for ichlig Feet.
Abner Hill Mann.
*he work of Miss Mc°'
Lona Elizabeth Noble.
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ewe, a
Arriving at the White House that Alice
Lonlse Ernestine Schnuer.
powder. It cures Tired, Aching, Callous, SweatArdle, is exhibited in the post office.
evening, I fouod several other members
Louise Marie Shank.
Swollen feet. At all Druggists and Mboe
ing,
if
haven't.
it
over
LinCast your eye
you
of the House and Senate with Mr.
Ear'e Thomas Thlbodeau.
Store·. 28c. Sample Fhee. Address, Allen S
LONG COATS in checks and plaids, fancy mixtures, trimmed with velvet, braid
coln. For the first time in my acquaintwere Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
that
schools
fact
the
to
Advertised letters in South Paris post
Owing
$4.98 to $<J.00
......
and straps, from
ance with Mr. Lincoln, I found him very
office April 2i>:
olosed some part of the school year the
sad. He told no stories that evening,
$3.9# to $10.00
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No. Tir—Historical Not··.
1. There I· only one rose left bloom·
lue In the garden. A Roman emperor.
2. Did your kite catch in the Ilia* or
In the elder tree? ▲ famous city of
Greece.
3. Did you ever see a "cat o' nine
tails ?" A Roman patriot
4. I am afraid the rice crops In India
will be very poor this year after this
dry weather. The legendary founder
of one of the most famous cities of
Greece.
5. When I saw Ernest in his new
cap I told him how well it salted him.
▲ famous building In Rome.
No. 77,—Missing Rhym··.
L
There was a young damsel so
They made her a pretty red
But a tierce, cruel
Of the dear would-make —,
For he on politeness ne'er —.

—.

Their ma's wooden
But by very bad
Was spilled, and they rolled down

gies

to

offer;

No. 78.—Decapitation.
I am a word of five letters. Behead
me ami I um feminine; behead me
aud I am asinine; curtail aud 1

again

word of comparison; behead
am a
what is left nud I am a sibilant. My
whole is ν very useful article of commerce.

No. 79.—Syncopations.
[Example: Syncopate uproar and
Answer:
leave part of the face.

No-l-se, nose.]
1. Syncopate to delay and leave an
animal. 2. Syncopate to deceive and

leave to converse. 3. Syncopate a kind
of gum and leave part of a harness.
4. Syncopate nil ecclesiastical headdress and leave deep mud. 5. Syncopate α pigment and leave to Rasp. G.
Syncopate to cut and leave a prophet.
7. Syncopate η vision and leave a frac-

no excuses to

tion of

make.

an ounce.

The syncopated letters will
word meaning gay.

spell

a

No. 80.—Puzzls.
When one Is in trouble what relative
do they need most?
No. 81.—Song Tltl·.

We made the first real
practical visible writing
machines

placed

ever

the market, and we
are making them yet.

on

We made them good
to start with—we are

making

than

to-day.

ever

To-day

better

them

we

know how

to and do make better

FRONT STROKE
WHOLLY VISIBLE
writing machines than
any
ever

competitors
hope to equal.

can

It takes time to prove

quality—we've proved

it.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76 Exchange Street,

Portland,'Maine.

A· lullaby.

Roofing-

Roofing

With

Money-back
Guaranty

ParoM Lasts

Longest

Bocaueoitismadeof tha6e>f/eff mods la our own
ParoU; op— it;
mills established in 1817); other maaufncturera bar
spect it; apply it to your roof,
their felt outside aad simply saturate aad ooat Κ.
and if then you areaotaatWM
Becooso it is toaked (not dipped) In η saturating
that you have the 6*«t reedy roofing
com pound which makee it water proof in retry Jlre,
made, Mad us your bum aad ad·
Bocaueo it is coated on both sidee with the stroanesl,
ble coAUBf
ihickttt, smoothest, toughêêti noct
drew, aad we will Mad yuua check
used oo any ready rooflnf. Dont take our word alone
tor the fall oust of therooOnf la·
for it. Compare Paroid with nay other. Yon nan see
etuduut tha ooat of applying
and feel the diffrreooe. Paroid doos not break or
crack In the ooldeet weather or rua In hoi weather.
Bitmn it is applied with our patented square,
proof
proofeg oa both stdea the only cape that will not rust, woek km»

Bl

iUY

on·

lot of

in·

are aosaooCtho reasons why wa eau alee Paroid a
why ttiaaoia«a«lyiia^bythoU. 8. Οο*Η-. railways.
AH we ask la that you try tt, on our monoy-tiaok cuaran
If your dealer caanot supply you, dont tea· a subetitub

Theoo

an km»

BUILDING PIANS FREE

mushroom sauce.

For salmon timbales, flake into small
bits enough cold boiled or canned salmon
No. 82.—Geographical Cube.
to make a cupful.
Cook together in a
ο 2
saucepan a tablespoonful eaoh of butter
ο
ο
ο
ο
I. ο
and flour, and when they are well blendΟ
Ο
ed pour upon them one cup of milk, and
ο
ο
ο
*° * teooth, white sauce, seasoning
ο
ο
this with salt, paprica, and a dash of
0
0
Ο
lemon juice. Stir in the minced flsh and
a little minced parsley, boll fora half
ο
8Loooooo4.
minute, then remove irom tne nre. sei
aside until cold, then add gradually the
ο
ο
ο
yolks of three eggs, and, last of all,
ο 7.
Ο
Ο
fold in lightly the stiffened egg-whites.
Pour into timbale-moulds, filling these
0
Ο
0. two-thirds full. Bake
immediately in an
ο
outer pan of hot water for about twenty
ο
ο
ο
minutes. While they are baking prepare
ο
a white sauco. Turn the timbales upon a
ο
ο ο
ο
ο
ο
0. ο
heated dish, pour the white sauce around
them, and serve at once. The number
1—3, a river flowing into the Ohio.
of timbales the recipe will make depends
2—4, a county In New York.
upon the size of the moulds, which vary.
2—7, a lake In Sweden.
Six timbales of medium size may be
of
a
Europe.
7—0, country
made from the recipe here given.
3—4, a river of New York.
For prune souffle, stew two dozen
4—0, a city in New Hampshire,
prunes until very tender, drain, remove
the stones, and chop to a pulp. Whip
δ—β, a city In New York.
the whites of
eggs to a stiff froth,
8—5, one of the Sandwich Islande.
sweetening with two tablespoonfuls of
1—2, a city in Russia.
powdered sugar. Beat the prune pulp
into this meringue, and turn
gradually
83.—Insertion·.
No.
at once into a buttered pudding-dish.
1. Insert a letter aud change price Bake in a
steady oven for thirty-five
Into a shore.
Serve
minutes.
immediately with
2. Insert a letter and change proper sweetened whipped cream.
into a solemn command.
RICE CAKES.
3. Insert a letter and change method
Moisten cold boiled rice with a little
Into homely.
milk and melted butter, and add a beaten
4. Insert a letter aud chauge a small
egg to bind the mixture. Stir in salt to
a
of
table Into part
rope.
taste, and a spoonful of sugar. Form
9. Insert a letter and change to color into cakes, roll in flour, and saute in hot
butter or dripping.
Into a complaint.
0. Insert a letter and change to show
CBEAMED CUICKEN.

eight

the teeth into corn.
7. Insert a letter aud change an animal into a bird.

Very Polit·.

manners good.
lady had 'em
Who wouldn't say chrysanthe-mum;
She said Ohry nun the-madam.

If there ever were
That print young

Cut the wliite meat from cold boiled

01

roast chickens into dice of uniform size.
Have^ about a pint of these. Cook together in a saucepan a tablespoonful
each of butter and flour, and when they
are blended and bubble, pour upon them
a cupful of white stock, and stir to a
son

1er

Practical Farm IhilMlay

Better do it at casa

SON, Agents,

Engine

The E. A. Stout Firm Agency,

"Largest

judging by

the way

they bragged

thought It was some sort
player! What la it, anyway?"

It I

of

piano

TDe sootning spray 01 isiye ijiquia
Cream Balm, used Id an atomizer, ia an
Caj unspeakable relief to sufferers from
tarrh. Some of them deacribe it as a
The
thick,
Godsend, and no wonder.
.fonl discharge ia dialodged and the
the
for
patient breathea freely, perhaps
first time in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm
contains all the healing, purifying elements of the solid form, and it never
fails to cure. Sold by all druggieta for
75 cents, including spraying tube, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
New York.

j

"Ah!" he sighed. "I have long
shipped you at a distance.'1

wor-

"Well," she replied, coldly, "if it is
neoesaary for you to worship me at all,
I prefer it that way4'
1
And it was baok to the boarding-house
for him.
A CARD.

This is to certify that all druggists

are

Divisions: 1. Tom-a-hawk.
No. 72.
2. Vat-I-can.
No. 73.—Coucealed Word 8quare: 1.
Alert. 2. Lover. 3. Evade. 4. Redan.
—

5. Tread.

DRUG

pleased to announoe that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles la not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drag law aa it
contain· no opiatee or other harmful
drug·, and we reoommend it aa a safe
remedy for children and adult·. F. A.
We are

Shurtleff A Co.

t(Of course," said the author of the
very Prencby comedy, "the dialogue is
rather racy, and perhap· it'· too long,
bat I could boil it down."

"Tee," replied the disgusted critic,
"If yon expect the public to swallow
thia by all mean· boll it"
AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
One of the worst features of kidney
trouble la that it i· an Inaidion· disease
and before the victim realise· hi· danger

bave a fatal malady.
Take
Kidney Care at the first sign of
trouble aa It correota irregularities and
be may

Foley'a

Îrevente

Bright'· dlseaae

AND

The Mehlin, Poole* Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano »
all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as
of the instrument. Also I have
money as they can be sold for the quality
stock
A
always on hand. ρΓ;^
several medium grade pianos.
large
The Widow Duck accepted the inviSouth Brewer, Me., 1906.
will
we
and
for
try and interest you jQ
catalogue
"I have been troubled with a severe low, terms easy. Send
tation of Mr. Rooster to go with him to
the aunual picnic of the barnyard headache (or the past year, and have the best
are on the market.
that
pianos
medifowls, and when the day arrived they found relief by using the 'L. P.'
bouse as
strutted down the road to the picnic cine, and have kept it in the
a regular medicine since."
grounds and made a very striking apYours truly,
had on
pearance Indeed. The widow
BlUlne· BlOOH,
Nellie Vanadestine.
her bonnet dyed black, with the
her
at
bow
Maine
The cause of much sickness can usu- «outil Parle,
strings tied in a graceful
throat and the ends dangling down in ally he traced to liver and stomach.
front Mr. Rooeter wore the very latest You can keep these organs in condition
and Farm
style of clothes and a high silk hat and neccssary to good health by taking
«aie
For
carried a cane. They were much ad- "L. F." Atwood's Bitters. They remove
evils and insure sound and lastIn Paris end vicinity. It juire of
mired and felt quite proud of them- existing
ing health. Begin to-day. 35c. at drug
W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
selves.
stores.
Jeweler and Graduate Optieian.
But while they were all gathered
South Parie, Maine.
about the long table covers spread on
the grass nud eating the good things
AT THE

Barnyard Fowls' Picnic FAMILY MEDICINE

there the widow turned to the Brahma
hen next to her and asked, "Will you

pass me an oyster sandwich?"
The Brahma ben was so much interested in talking to the Cochin China

Eastern Steamship Company.
REDUCED RATE*t

Fare Portlaad to Boat·· #1.00

§1.00

...

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Bouton,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.

ers

Freight

lines.

rates

always

low

as

as

other

General Agent,
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, lie.

FXIiT QUITE PROUD

OF

High Grade

maitre presented himself before the
director of the theater, who asked him
what especial roles he wished to play.
"Oh, I'm uot particular!" was the

cheerful reply.
"Very well. Consider yourself engaged. From today on you are α member of my troop at a salary of 80
Are you satisfrauce ($<i) a month.
fied ?"
"I slum hi be nam to

ic

pieaec
not?"
"In that ease, you may begin your
work on the day after tomorrow."

Anyone (ending a «ketch and description may
an
qalcklr «ιcertain our opinion free whether
Invention ta probably
tlona strictly confidential. HANDBOOK oePaMott
tent free. Oldest «encffor
Patenta taken through Munn & Co. raoetve
·O —1 In the
notUe, <without chante.
ifteUl
pfcw nvtm,

«^rmfpaumu.

«bout a hit and let me bear If you
have."
Frederick Lemaitre gave*· roar
which shook the windows In their
easements.
"Splendid!" exclaimed the director
enthusiastically. "You will make a

—

"fulfil.

Scientific American.

handfomely llltutrated weekly. Larcwt dr.
culatlon.of any «cienUflo tournai. Term·, |1 a
year : four nontka, f L Bom by at) nawwlaalw·.
A

iBttgEaigft*
A LOW PRICE
ON

—

were

"But—my part?"
"Ob, It will not take long to learn
that! You bave strong lungs. Just

m»l»·

to close out odd

up stock.

St!.,

MAINE

bit bettsr.

her

Propheey Fulfilled.
Patient—I have come to tell you, doe·
tor, that that young stock broker whom

my daughter met «t tbe sea (our
Every one appreciates a beautiful months ago has now proposed to ber,
oomplexion, so muoh desired by men. •nd they are engaged.
Snob- oomplexions come to .all who use
Doctor—Now. didn't I tell yon that

85
Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea.
you would benefit later by
oeaktai Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff * change?—Meggendorfer Blatter.
Stevens.
0.
D.
Co.;

your

If In want of any kind of KlnUh f jr ln«M< or
I'lue l.um
Outalde work, tend In your order·
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for < iut>.

ever cure

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

MUched Hard Wood Floor Hoar

E.
West

W.

for ult.

1»

CHAN III, UK,

Sumner,

MiIm.

F:or Sale

Hatching.
Plymouth

Setting

I ΛΒ

If UlAV

AAA

CAUaA.

8HURTLEFF, late of Paris, deceased;
petition for probate thcn-of and the
appointment of Walter L. (4ray ae administrator
with the will annexed presented by Willie K.
Shurtleff, ion and heir.
Ill RAH o. nOXrOBD. late of Norway, deceased ; will and petition for probate thereof
resented by Adelaide M. Huxrord, the exocu-

Specialist

ANN J.
will ami

Specialist

Ε•lx therein name<l.

Cor «lztccn year» I have fliuM gls'ic to Ί*
fictive eye» an<t nothing elec—that make* ne »

SANFORD H. WALCOTT, late of Norway.
11 rutand final account presented for
by John C. Plllabury. administrator.

Ell

Ideceased;

I

allowance

AMELIA .1. MONK, lute of Hebron, deceased;
I drat account presented for allowance by Sylva
M. Bean, administrator.
nu«
I
NELLIE I. 8FOFFORI) of Paria, ward; drat
I account presented for allowance by Edwin I.
I Spofford, guardian.
ZENASW. HALL, late of Mexico, deceased;
I petition for license to sell and convey real estate
I presented by Llnnle M. Hall, administratrix.

Gasoline

ADDISON E. HEBBICR, Judge of «aid Court.
copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARR, Register.

A true

'ι
Oil.

Cylinder

Spreaders,

Manure

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give» notice that he
I has been duly appointed executor of the last
I will and testament of
SAMUEL V. ABBOTT, late of Bumford.
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
All persons having
bonds κ» the law directs.
domands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all lndobteu thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT.
April 16th. 1007

Disk Harrows,
Sulky Plows.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
haa been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
HIBAM D. MERRILL, late of Hebron,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of aaid deceaaed are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebtod thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
April 16th, 1907.

metropolis."

ever remember of her wearing
teeth to bed."—New York lime·.

ta?

DR. PARMENTER

your old town, and I thought I'd like
to see how you were taking to tbe

THIS MAT INTEREST TOU.
No one is Immune from kldaey trouble
so just remember that Foley's Kidney
Cure will stop the irregularities and while asleep?"
bladder
cure any ease of kidney aod
"Well, no, doc," answered tbe hustrouble that Is not beyond the reach of band. "I've never noticed that abe
medtdne. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
did. Then agalu I don't know as I

Builders' Finish!

STEPHEN CABOT, late of Brookllne. In the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased; h >eclalUt. If your eye· trouble you In mi y wif,
copy of will and petition for probate thereof and If
you want expert advice In r>>·*"t t<> tl*
presented by Philip Cabot, one of the executor»
laltst, vbo
•nine, come to the man who le a »|
therein named.
1
doe· one thing only. No charge (·>r e; cuml»·
MARY W. SESSIONS of Bumford; petition
I that ner name be changed to Mary W. Abbott, a'.Ion· or coneultation.
clear I preiented by said Mary W. Session».
WASHINGTON DEAN, late of Oxford, de.
ceased; first account presented for allowance by
Eye SpecUllat, Norway, Me Te. If 4.
George L. Wilder, admlnlitrator.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

VHAIVlHi;»,

Eggs

I

Corner Main and Danforth

E. W.

in South Paris.
drUKglst, and state that you have never used
Urlc-O and would like to try It. They will give
Tbe house and land belonging to the
you free, through your druggist, a 75 cent bottle, eutate of the late Mrs. Sarah \V. Ilewett,
which you can test and try to your own satis- situated in the center of the village, bu
Urlc-O Is sold and recommended in two apartments of seven and eight roomi
faction
South Paris by P. A. Shurtleff A. Co., South with sheds, large attic, Ac., and ii in
Parts and West Paris, Maine.
excellent condition. The grounds are
extensive, containing addition.!' Louie
PROBATE NOTICES.
lots.
W. T. HKWETT.
I To all oersons Interested In either of the Estatt s
hereinafter named :
JAMES S. WRIGIIT, Agent, S. l'arii.
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesdav of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
for
The following matter
nine hundred and seven.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby Okukbed:
That notice thereof be given to all peraont InRock.
Pure bred White
a copy of this order to be
|tereate4, by causing
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
cents.
thirtee::
of
at
South
eggs, 50
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Parla, In said County, that they mav appear at a
RAYMOND L. ATWOOD,
Probate Court to be neld at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1907, at 9
Paris, Maine.
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there-

—

patterns and

|

you wish. Just cut out this advertisement and
■end tt to the -Smith Drug Co., Syracuse, Ν. Y·,
together with your name and the name of your

Carpets

Wool

rati-

t

year boaac.
Ile paya from $5 to #9 per ton f.>r iron <!c!ir.
ered to film here.
He buys folded newspaper».
Ile le paying for mixed rate*, 1 <*>
|·ίιο-1
I
Rjbberw according to market
market
price for bran imcke.

primarily a blood disease, and until the
blood Is cleared from the poison, a cure cannot
take place.
There never was a cafe of Rheumatism that
Urlc-O could not cure and you should not put off
taking It. You can test Urlc-O free of chargd If

00 YEAR··

Disions
Copyright· âe.

Norway, Me,

Can affonl to ami will pay more f.,r
t>er», and metal than any «trangn

Also Window dt Door Frames,

SOUTH PARIS.

I RADE

Lemaitr·'» Debut
famous
the
Leinaitre,
Frederick
French comedian, who died in 1875,
began his stage career in a humble
way. Le Gaulois tells the story of hir
first appcurauce, which was In the
theater of the Variétés Amusautes.

Morris Klain,

U Is

Patents

LEON I. HARLOW,

"REMEMBER!

Liniments ami
Rheumatism.
plasters only serve to drive It from one spot to
another. They never cure Rheumatism, because
will

L. M. TUFS,

ter.—Pittsburg Dispatch.

railroad station.

a

twinges of Rheumatism go to your druggist
get a bottle of Urlc-O, the wonderful new
It will cure ycu and U Is
Rheumatism Specific
the only treatment In the world that will cure
I will furnlah DOORS and WINDOWi of
you permanently and thoroughly. Urlc-O cures
at reaaonable prloea.
by Its direct action on the muscles, blood and Sise or Style
Uric
anil
kidneys. It seeks out the poisonous
Rheumatic Acid and drives It from the system
and It Is only a treatment of such a nature that

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

EXPERIENCE

!
acres

124 Chandler St., Boston, Mai».

any
aud

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

eyes.
When order wns finally restored Mr.
Rooster and the widow were the most
horrible looking objects that ever attended a barnyard picnic, and as they
slipped away from the crowd the turkey gobblers could not control themselves and burst into a roar of laugh-

rooms.

thousands more tberr are that are hopelessly
Rheumabetl-ridden and whom we never see.
tism, from the very nature of the disease, can
never cure Itself and If neglected Is bound to
grow worse rather than better. If you ever have

in Crayon, Water color,

Nichols St..

sixty
good buildings

farm of about

a

miles from

2 ι-a

every side of us. Almost Dine out
apparent
of ten of the cripples one meets had their afflicflow many
tion brought on by Bheumatlsm.

Portrait Work

ANNA 8.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

MERRILL.

Ο. K. Clifford,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
baa been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of

Whose Ad.?
Printers' Ink uses a great many
advertising blotters—In fact, usee
no other. They come lu as fast
as wanted, and very nice and

bandy tbey
Wkoie
on

are.

■dvrrllieuifBt·
blotter· f

>rt

thoae

Ah, that is α thing the LitUe
Schoolmaster never observed, or,
If he did, he never remembered

and

does

tr.t

now

ers' Ink.
This criticism Is never apt<?
advertising In
your local paper.

plicable

FflW||lnpi^l""»|'"IH' urn fpwpwp

South Paris Me.

NEWELL COOK, late of Paria,
In the Count/of Oxford, deceaaed. All persons
I baring demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make navment immediately
EMILY M.COOK.
April ieth.1»/7

DEALS It IN

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby elves notice that he I
haa been duly appointe» executor of the
but will and teatament of
MARY E. BALLARD, late of Pryeburg,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of aald deceased are
•lealred to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
meat immediately.
April 10th. 1907.

remember.

But he likes the blotters.—Print-

DEAN A.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
haa been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
HAROLD L. HAPGOOD, late of Rumford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
demanda against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

will and testament of
UARRIET B. BIRD, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persona
having demands against the estate of said deceaaed are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make n« ment Immediately
■·

Norway

issues checks payable
in nearly all parts of
the world in the curren-

cy of the country
which drawn.

on

JULIA E. MILLETT.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notloe that he I
baa been duly appointed executor of the last

for

agent

Hoover digger.

AepinwalJ
planter and

AGENT

DISTRICT

SOLICITORS

WANTED.

Street, New York.

KILLthi couch
CURE

MO

THI

LUNC8

THDr. King s
New Discovery
w

FOR

β

ONSUMPTION
OUGHSand
LD3

Prie·
50c 4 S]

J0

Free Trial.

for_all

Bureat and ftuickeat Cure
THROAT and LUNO TROUBHENRY GARY, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
LER, or MONEY BACK.
bonds aa the taw directs
All person» bavin*
demanda against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlenotice;.
ment, and all Indebted thereto an requested to
notl<*
make payment tmmedlatelr
The subscriber hereby
ο
MKLLEN EA8 MAN.
ha· been duly appointe.) administratrix
April 16th. 1907.
«t
«»·»late of Bo«ton.
.llrwcie.
NOTICE.
***" bon'1» aa the l«w <■***
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ill
h>Tlny deman.l· a^alnxt the
ut*
the
baa been duly appointed executor of the last
»
·!* dMl"X< «ο present
thereto are
will and teatament of
Immediate!»·.
ELLEN M. BLAKE, late of Paria.
quested to taaka payment
In Um County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
bonds as the law dlreeta. All pereoes having
M>hi i«u., im.
demanda against the estate of aald deoea»cd
are desired to present the same tor aattlemert,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
will and testament of

fDimHONnMCAR
m··ptmm IJAMBS
iMWwi

Also

Sprayer and potato

CULTI-

both
I Our
u»n...-·
health inauran···'
vur accident
and iicauu
·υυιιιοπι iuu
industrial and commercial, with '-***·
°?
Service·, ia magnetic, the only kind
the market.
Write to-day t" No*®
American Accident In*. Co., H3 f.iberty

The subscriber h· reby gives notice that she I
haa been duly appointed executrix of the laat

THEcIM
National Bank

ROWS, SCRAPERS,
VATORS, ETC.

ASD 8RVKRAI. ABI.K

payment Immediately.
GEORGE W. TAYLOR.
April Idth, 1907.

April 16th, 1907.

SYRACUSE AND '7Θ FARM
IMPLEMENTS, SULKY AND
DISK
WALKING PLOWS.
AND SPRING TOOTH HAR-

BALLARD.

NOTICE.

1(1

]

The house muet have at least *even

on

Mouldings st'!L.

&

THK1IHKLVE8.

that she did not hear the request, so the widow decided to help
herself to the sandwich. She leaned
The ends of her bonover to get It.
net strings dipped into the red lemonade and immediately the black dye began to come off and discolor the drink.
Mr. Itooeter leaned over to see what
was the matter, and his high bat fell
He reached for his
Into the butter.
heud covering and one foot slipped Into the gooseberry pie and he tumbled
forward over the potato salad.
The widow caught him by the coat
tails to pull him out of the mess, and
in doing so upset the milk pitcher over
herself and got the red pepper in her

i

of good soil,
with
modern improvements, with as large
orchard as possible, and not over

the

Mats, Mirrors
pallet

Cripples]

If rheumatism continues to spread u It has In
past few year·, It wou'.d teem as though we
would before long become a nation of cripples.
The terrible destructive new of this disease Is

and Pictures,

H. N. Bolster home-

Farm for Sale.
I want

The Only Hope to Rheumatic Sufferers
Is Uric-0 Treatment.

Picture Frames

Capt.

The

Rheumatism Beyond Control

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

himself tbe woman was suffering from
epilepsy, the familiar symptoms of
wblcb he began to.Inquire about
"Does your wife grind her teeth

a

A Nation of

Property

stead situated in South Parie village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell an.!
stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Aclm.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Bteam-

ι

Desirable Residence for Sale,

irdGointv.

Portland Division.

Stateroom

"Yes, yes," responded tbe man at
His Wife—Dnrlng our oourtshlp you
Ail the rooms, particularly
livingthe desk, picking up a pa;>er, as If he
room, abou'd be furnished with an artis- used to steal kisses from me.
Her Husband—Well, you heard what were very busy and epeaklng In the
tic eye for color and a careful eye for
comfort. But the most important rule Is I laid.
tone of tbe person who sizes up other
«
to so regulate the expenditure that it will
people on their material possibilities.
Thousanda have pronounced Hollister's
come within the income.
Elegance, of
And that's all be said. The visitor
course, adds to enjoyment, but if it is to Rooky Mountain Tea the greatest heal- shook himself and got a fresh hold.
be had only at the expense of peace of ing power on earth.
JPhen medical
"Yes," he said, turning to go, "I
mind, better do without it altogether. science fails, it sucoeeds. Makes you called to
pay my respects, but I diswell and keeps you well. 36 cents, Tea
My own rules are:
One good picture is better by far than or Tablets, r. A. Shurtleff A Co.; 0. covered that f don't owe any. Good
morning."
a dozen ohromos, and one good piece of D. Stevens.
Then be walked out, and tbe big
furniture obtained occasionally will last
to
ever
than
more
aren't
look
better
and
"Caroline,
yon
going
longer
pieoes
man had a more uncomfortable feeling
the
church?"
kind.
a
of cheaper
join
than had come to him since he had
"Of course I am, Aunt Rachel, some been In tbe
Be sure to have good books; when a
big city.—New York Press.
limited number only can be had choose day. But you ought to know better
the standard authors, and have at least a than ask me to do it when I'm right In
Getting at the Facta.
few shelves of well-chosen works. "A the midst of this dratted house-clean"Scientific inquiry is sometimes curihouse without books is a house without Ing."
a soul."
ously balked," says a prominent phyMr. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, W. Va., sician, and this experience is the basis
The walls of a room are an important
from
sufferer
seleotion.
The
a
in
the
"I
waa
be
oareful
kidney
writes:
subject;
of tbe remark:
colors should be suoh aa will blend with disease, so that at times I could not get
The physician was spending his vathe carpet and anj other oolors Intended out of bed, and when I did I could not cation at a northern
resort. One day
for that room. The tapestry papers that stand straight I took Foley's Kidney
he met a Washlngtonian, who, among
have been so much in vogue recently Cure. One dollar bottle and part of the
other things, spoke of tb« illness of
give a room a furnished appearance. second onred me entirely." Foley's KidThese papers are usually of sober colors ney Cure works wonders where others his wife. The doctor was interested
and blend easily. The carpet can form •re total failures. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. at once and sympathetically asked the
the contrast, but let the pattern be
cause of the illness. This the husband
small. Set figures are monotonous, and
"Delia," began Mrs. Newllwed, timid- did not seem prepared to give, but at
yon
if carpets and papers are to be used for ly, "I don't suppose—or—that
admitted that aome called it one
to my getting an length
any length of time avoid them in the would—er—object
and some another. By judicious
"Not at an, ma'am." tiling
olook—"
alarm
design.
however, the physician
The day of one sofa, six stiff chairs, replied the sleepy oook. "Them things questioning,
was able to learn enough to aatiafy
the wall is never disturb me at all."
and one table all

ain't

Co.,

Village

HILLS,

the

Miss Cbeerie—Well, Auntie, you're
looking much improved to-day. Are
you feeling better?
Mrs. Kroniok—No, I ain't no better.
Mebbel am not so barils I was, but I

|0w'

are

W. J*. Wheeler db

magnltlccnt lion."
authorized to refund your money if
"A lion?" repeated the astonished apto
and
fails
cure
Tar
your
Foley's Honey
plicant.
heals
the
It
or
cold.
cough,
stops
cough
"Why, yee, a Hon. I predict certain
the lungs and prevents serious results
for you, considering how you
from a cold. Cures la grippe coughs, success
'and preventa pneumonia and consump- can roar."
Two days later the young artist, ention. Contains no opiates. The genuine
I is in a yellow package. Refuse substi- veloped In a magnificent lion skin,
made his debut on all fours In a pantoI tutea. F. A. Sbnrtleff A Co.
mime of "Pyramus and Thlsbe."
"Alfred," said Mrs. Oayboy, "the pas! tor ia coming to make λ call this evening,
Paying His Raspacta.
and I want you to treat him with proper
There are men In high positions In
respect." "Great Scott, yest" answered
Mr. Oayboy, "What do you want me to New York who are a credit to them
do?" "Don't talk about any of the only In their business ability. One of
that sort came to tbe city a dozen or
things you are interested in."
more years ago from a western town,
APPENDICITIS.
AVOID
TO
HOW
where be made his start. A gentleman
Most victims of appendicitis are those
who had known him in bis less pretenwho are habitually conatipated. Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup oures chronic con- tious days called on him recently.
"I simply called to pay my respects,"
stipation by stimulating the liver and
bowels and restores the natural action of be said, going a little lamo at the rethe bowels. Orlno Laxative Frnit Syrup ception he received. "I have no axes
does not nauseate or gripe and is mild to grind and no favors to ask.
You
and pleasant to take. Refuse substimay have forgotten me, but I met you
à
Co.
tutes. F. A. Shurtleff
several times on business visits to

plaoed along

^PIANOS.^

Headache Remedy

Αο Λ"Ιπ7*Ι Story Per
Uttl« Polk·

about Tull and athletically built, young Le-

—

Ferns and
and diabetes. gone by, thank Heaven.
potted flowers are ornamental and inexA. ShnrtldT à Co.
S. P. MAXIM &
South Paris, Πβ.
pensive, and need only a little care and
careful arrangement
Reporter (whipping out hia note book)
The table linen should be simple and
—There1· one or two thing· I'd like
The drawnwork luncheonto find ont about the caee now on trial. spotless.
cloths are very beautiful, yet simple and
IP YOU want a quick cash Do
Steam
and Boiler
you—
useful.
Ml· for 50ur eonatry propDignified Party—I don't know anyW·r 9wdm Cheap.
Plenty of fresh air, clean! inees, and
erty, writ· for oar improved thing, air. I'm one of the experts.
FRKK liatiBf Maaka. Noadquiet are necessary to the oomfort of the
Second band, six horse power
home.—Ex.
▼aaoa payment required.
There are many tonlca In the land,
«you dwir· to parcbiaa raal eatat·,
engine and eight horse power boiler. writ·
A·
the
ean
yon
by
papers
see;
or call oa os.
W· bar· for- sal·
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
After polishing the metal work around
But none of them can equal
moi· of th· baat farms
in Oxford
the keyhole and door-knob on our front
Machine Shop, South Paria, Me.
Holllater'a Rooky Mountain Tan.
Coaatj.
door, which Is painted white, I found to
V. A. Shurtleff * Co.; 0. D. Stevena.
my dismay that the pslnt had become
and, wash it m I would with
discolored,
I
see
old
Goldroxhaa
loat
"Wall,
every
soap and water, there still remained â
dollar he owned In the world."
in the World."
"Ton don't nyf What do you mean? tell-tale dark mark that was unsightly.
■H NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
At last, I concluded to try kerosene, and
>
Failure?"
MOSES P. STILES, Mrtvtct Mgr.,
not a
"Tea, haul fail ore. Be died tfcla tbe markIIvanished as if by magic,
traoe of
remaining.
Nenrajr, Mail·
plana

temptuously.
"Why, yes;

didn't you know that?"
asked Mrs. Brown.
"Yes, I heard she had got appendiciI
tis," replied Mrs. Jones, "but, Lor!

j

smooth sauce, then add the chicken, seawith salt, pepper, and a pinch of
nutmeg. When hot, stir in a cup of
cream or rich milk into whioh a pinch of
Key to th· Puzzler.
has been stirred. Stir until
No. 68.—Hidden Rivers: 1. GUa. 2. baking soda
then turn into small pans, and
Yazoo. 3. Dwlna. 4. Thames. 5. Ural. very hot,
bake in a good oven for ten minutes.—
No. 69.—Illustrated Numerical EnigHarper's Bazar.
ma: "Genius does what It must, anil
talent does what it can."
House.
The Arrangement of the
Twisted Trees: 1. Rosy,
No. 70.
Her Husband—If a man steals—no
▲ house may have the appearanoe of
came -sycamore. 2. Go, near—orange.
refinement without great expense if good matter what it is—he will live to regret
t»·»? be exercised in its arrangement. it;
No. 71.—Charade: Dogmatic.

THE NEW PURE FOOD AND
LAW.

The

Work.

,.bwi5

θα wito

No. 74.—Subtraction: Her-rlng.
No. 75.—Geographical Anagrams: 1.
Amsterdam. 2. Borneo. 3. Manhattan.
4. Potomac.

Paroid

to

"I don't know whether joo can do aaything with thia boy," said Judge Meek
of the Chicago javenlle ooart, when he
Couna, Oxford Dnognt, Sooth Parte, M· pleoed · lad under the oare of Mr. MU11ken, prinoipal of the Jewiah manual training aehool. "He baa been lo court time
Om CaHnary Topics.
after tine and aeema incorrigible, but I
The "old-fashioned floating-island" I· don't «ant to send bin to toe reforma,ollow»: Beat the yolk· of five
m*de
tory. He will be a good object to test
eggs till light, adding m you do, four your tbeorlea upon."
of
granulated
generous tablespoonfals
"What can you do, Jim?" asked Mr.
BrIng 4 ^nert ot m,'k to the Mllliken. when the boy preeented him·
"n££·
•nlding-poliit, but do not allow It to self at hi· offioe.
11 g*®dually to the sugar
"Nawthln'."
*??
and yolks, beating these steadily. Pat
"What won Id you like to dor*
Into a double boiler and boll, stirring
"Nawthln'."
but
until
It
thicken*
allghtly,
constantly,
"Wouldn't you like to work in the
not long enough to cause the oustaid to
carpenter «hop?"
or oordle. Set aelde to oool,
"Naw."
then flavor with vanilla. Line a glass
"Do you want to atudy?"
bowl with macaroons, and pour in the
"Naw, I don't like etudyin'."
oold custard. Whip the white· of the
"Well, then, how would you enjoy
egg· to a stiff meringue with ahalfoun seeing other
people work?"
in
t
4,1,1 meringee
"I guess that would he all right," an?®*p
dot
spoonfuls upon the custard, and
swered Jim, with a sudden gleam of
these islands with bit· of the red jelly.
Intereet
Serve very oold.
"Very well, I'll get you a comfortable
To Properly roast a spare-rib, have, If
chair, and you may alt in the workahop
possible, a covered roaster. Wipe the and watch the boya work," said Mr.
meat with a damp oloth and lay It In the
MiUlken.
pan, sprinkling it lightly with pepper.
For three daya Jim lolled In bis seat
Pour a little salted water into the bottom while the
boys sawed, planed and hamof the pan, and cover. Set in the oven
mered the raw material Into all kinds of
for ton minutes, then draw the pan to
useful articles. During all tbia time be
the front of the oven, remove the oover.
looked bored aod unhappy, while the
and rub butter well Into the meat. Alrest of the boys were cheerful and gay.
low twenty minutes' cooking to eaoh
On bis fourth morning at the school he
own
of
its
the
roast.
Baste
with
pound
said, rather shamefacedly, "Ssy, Mr.
gravy twloe while cooking. When done,
my mother aays she'd like a
strew thereat thickly with a mixture of Mllliken,
box to keep things in. Can I make it?"
flue, dry crumbs, a very little powdered
"Tee, certainly. How big a box?"
sage, a little obion juice, and pepper aud
"I don't know."
Ave
salt to taste.
Cook, uncovered,
"You must find out the measnremente
butter
a°d Pour melted
so we can get the lumber for it."
UÎ?8 j?ore'
over it.
Transfer to a hot platter, skim
The next day Jim appeared with a
tbe gravy left in the pan, thicken with
soiled scrap of paper on which his mothbrown flour, season with a few drops of
er had written the dimensions of the box
lemon juice and, if it is liked, a little
she wished.
kitchen bouquet; strain and pour it over
"Two and a half by three and a quartbe meat.
ter feet," read Mr. Mllliken. "You must
In preparing beef's tongue, if a smok- add that to see bow much material will
ed tongue is used, it must be well wash- be needed.
ed and soaked over night In the morn"I can't add," muttered Jim.
ing, drain, cover with cold water and
"Don't you know any arithmetic?"
eaoh
minutes
to
twelve
boil, allowing
"Naw."
is
the
of
meat—after
boiling point
pound
"Well, then, how are you going to
time
When
the
reached.
requisite
really
find out bow much lumber you want?"
has expired, remove tbe pot from the
"I s'pose I could learn that much
fire and allow the tongue to get cold in arithmetic If
any One would teach me."
the liquor In which it was boiled. When
When Jim returned to the work shop
thoroughly cold, skin carefully, begin- from the class room he waa smiling.
ning at the tip of the tongue and push"Say, that teacher showed me how to
ing back the skin. Trim off the rough add them figures easy. She's all right,
root, and serve, whole she is! I guess I'll learn some more from
if* the Garnish
of
with sprigs
or
sliced.
*
her."
parsley.
The box «u a successful effort, and
If you wish to cook fresh tongue, you Jim's
pride in It was great. "Mr. Millimay wash it carefully and cook In salted ken," he said, when it was done, "the
boiling water, until so tender that a fork boys say they learn bow to make a lot of
pierces it easily. Leave in the water at things from books. I kind o' wish I
tbe side of the range for five minutes, could read 'em."
then layon a bot platter, trim neatly,
"Would you like to learn to read?"
and pour over it sauce tartare.
"Sure," was the enthusiastic reply,
To cook braised fresh tongue, boil for
and Jim's "sure" was certain; for to the
an hour, and leave it in the water for
satisfaction of all his teachers he learned
fifteen minutes after taking it from the
by leaps and bounda, and In one year did
fire. Trim off the rough bits, and fasten the work of four
gradee. Then bis
the root and tip of the tongue firmly to- mother moved
away from the vicinity of
gether with a skewer. Put It Into a the manual training school, and be was
covered roaster, placing It upon a bed of
unwilling to go to the regular grade
vegetables cut into dice of uniform size. school, where there waa no manual
These vegetables should consist of two
work to keep him interested, and Mr.
carrots, two stalks of celery, one large Mllliken secured bira a position in a
minced
sliced
and
a
somo
onion,
tomato,
large mercantile establishment. There
parsley Cover the tongue with diced his quickness and falthfulnees ere provvegetables, pour into the pan a cupful of ing the efficacy of the theories tried upon
the water in which it was boiled, cover him.
the roaster, and oook slowly for two
hours. Lav the tongue on a heated dish
Something to Brag About.
and keep hot while you rub the pan- I
Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Brown were
gravy and vegetables through a colander bosom friends. It was astonishing what
and into a saucepan. Boil up once, and
lot they knew about other people's
thicken with browned flour, then season [a
business.
with a few drops of lemon juice, salt and
I The conversation turned in the dlreopepper to taste. Put the tongue back tion of a Mrs. Tittlesay, a new arrival in
into the roasting-pan, pour the gravy
the next street.
over it, and set it in tbe oven to brown.
I "I hear she's suffering from appendiciLay on a platter and pour the gravy over tis," declared Mrs. Brown,
andjaround it. It is also delicious serv- j "Suffering!" echoed Mrs. Jones con-
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Another, In story named
Once went with her brother
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